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FM 1-100
C I

CHANGE HEADQUARTERS
DAPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

No. 1 WASHINGTON, D.C., 10 August 1967

ARMY AVIATION UTILIZATION

FM 1-100, 21 November 1966, is changed as follows: .. \

Page 25. Chapter 8 is superseded as follows:

CHAPTER 8 ii J

DOCTRINE FOR EMPLOYMENT OF THE ARMED H.ELICOPTER .:h !

Section I. INTRODUCTION

44. General a. Responsive aerial firepower against per-
Armed army helicopters provide a means of sonnel and materiel on area or point type

supplementing and extending the fire support targets.
capabilities available to the ground com- b. Extension of the reconnaissance and se-
mander. They are not intended to substitute curity capabilities of ground units.
for ground-based fire or close air support. They c. An additional means of target acquisition,
can provide direct fire support to ground op- target marking, target fixing, and the means
erations by performing reconnaissance by fire, for initiating requests for close air support by
by attacking enemy forces during airmobile Air Force, Navy, and Marine attack aircraft.
or security operations, and by providing *or- Armed helicopters can be used to augment the
ganic, highly mobile direct fire support. Direct striking force and to evaluate strike effects
fire support can be delivered from armed heli- subsequent to the attack.
copters for self-protection, for protection of d. Escort of other helicopters.
ground convoys or helicopters endangered by e. Escort or overhead cover for ground con-
hostile ground fires, and for suppression of voys.
enemy fire in and around the landing zone 46. Fundamentals of Employment
during airmobile operations. Armed helicop-
ters are capable of delivering both area fire a. General. Armed helicopter units support
and point fire. Area fire is utilized in suppres- infantry and armored units by responsive de-
sion or neutralization of known or suspected livery of aerial firepower where it is needed.
hostile positions. Point target fire is directed Command relationships must be established
against specific, identified points with the in- prior to committing the armed helicopter
tent to destroy the target. FM 1-110 contains force. The commander of an armed helicopter
a detailed discussion of armed helicopter em- unit, understanding the tactics and employ-
ployment. ment of each type ground unit and familiar

with the plan of action of the ground force,
45. Capabilities of the Armed Helicopter recommends the best utilization of his unit in

Armed helicopters can engage in offensive, support of this plan. Based on the final de-
cision of the ground force commander, thedefensive, reconnaissance, security, direct fire helicopter unit commander the
helicopter unit commander then executes his

support, and special operations in support of portion of the plan. The nature of his inte-
the ground maneuver plan. The armed heli- grated tasks requires boldness and aggressive-
copter provides- ness in the execution of his plan.
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b. Fire Team. The basic element is the fire should expect diversity of task and should be
team consisting of two armed helicopters. prepared with all plans and details necessary
When circumstances require and resources to overcome or avoid terrain obstacles and re-
permit, a heavy fire team consisting of three strictions to movement in the combat area.
armed helicopters may be employed. Only un- f. Flexibility. Mobile warfare dictates that
der the most extenuating circumstances should combatants be capable of adapting their ac-
a single armed helicopter be employed. tions to rapidly changing situations on the

c. Surprise. Surprise is achieved by using battlefield. Armed helicopter units, because of
the speed and maneuverability and firepower their excellent means of communications, high
of the helicopter to aggressively attack the en- degree of mobility, and variety of weapons,
emy at an unexpected time and from an unex- are ideally suited for operations in this envi-
pected direction. Well executed aerial move- ronment. They are adaptable to rapid changes
ments at low level using concealment, speed, in attack formations and other engagement
and deception are the key factors in providing techniques during a single encounter with the
the element of surprise. enemy. It is imnperative that an armed helicop-

ter mission commander keep himself and his
d. Fire and Maneuver. Armed helicopters superiors well informed and be able to modify

using a continuous harass-and-exploit tech- his plans to contribute to the success of the
nique can have a damaging psychological overall mission. Mission-type orders best per-
effect on the enemy and may prove as destruc- mit flexible response to changing conditions
tive to his morale as the loss of men and equip- and permit the armed helicopter mission com-
ment from helicopter fire. Such engagements mander to modify his plans as the situation
employ two common features of warfare-a dictates.
base of fire and a maneuvering force. The base g. Coordination. The use of armed helicop-
of fire is the element that will restrict the ters in combat operation is most effectively
enemy's ability to maneuver duringmy's the en- accomplished by aviation and ground units
gagement. The maneuvering force is the ele- through closely knit teamwork that comes
ment that will attack and destroy the enemy from constant association with each other at
by fire. Target characteristics and standoff the lowest level. Armed helicopter unit com-
distance necessary to avoid effective counter- manders maintain contact with their own
fire will determine the type armament needed higher headquarters. Coordination is accom-
by each of these helicopter elements for a plished in such a manner as to prevent loss of
given engagement. Their roles may be inter- time in performing the mission.
changed when the maneuvering force com-
pletes its task and becomes the new base of 46.1. Factors Affecting Employment
fire while the old fire element becomes the new a. General. Factors affecting employment
maneuvering force. of armed helicopters are mission, enemy, ter-

e. Mobility. The rapidity of armed helicop- rain and weather, and troops and equipment
ter unit movement over obstacles, the maneu- (METT). Commanders first consider each
ver of helicopter firepower into position to factor separately. They then weigh each factor
destroy the enemy, the rapid concentration in the light of the importance of the other
and prompt dispersal of fire elements, and the factors pertaining to the specific mission. In
ease of convergence on a single objective from many situations, the relative importance as-
several directions permit the employment of signed to each factor of METT will determine
concentrated firepower in the objective area which course of action will be selected. The
concurrent with the maneuver of ground com- armed helicopter unit and mission command-
bat elements. The inherent capability of the ers consider all factors in relation to the
helicopter to overfly terrain obstacles permits unique equipment and mission capability of
the assignment of multiple tasks to helicopter their unit.
units and also permits their rapid disengage- b. Mission. The mission of an armed helicop-
ment once committed. Therefore, the armed ter force falls within the mission assigned to
helicopter unit commander at every level higher headquarters. The mission, with its
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stated and implied tasks, always will be the movement are important to survival
overriding consideration of the commander. of the helicopter. The enemy capa-

c. Enemy. bility of employing airborne or air-
(1) Available information. All available mobile forces and of employing his

information on the enemy location, firepower to counter the employment
strength, disposition, composition, of armed helicopter units is of vital
and habitual employment is obtained concern to the armed helicopter mis-
prior to commitment of armed heli- sion commander. Factors to be con-
copter units. The collection of infor- sidered are-
mation is continued throughout the (a) Number and type of weapons pos-
operation in order to furnish the sessed by or available to the enemy,
armed helicopter force commander and location and disposition of
accurate and timely information for these weapons and their possible
his continuing estimate of enemy fields of fire.
capabilities and dispositions. Sources (b) Characteristics of enemy weapons;
of enemy information include reports e.g., range, target acquisition
from units in contact; air observers means (visual or electronic), rate
and aerial photos; PW, refugees, and of fire, mobility, elevation limits,
civilians; liaison with adjacent units; and relative effectiveness against
ground and air reconnaissance pa- aircraft.
trols; and intelligence provided by (c) Vulnerability of enemy weapons to
higher headquarters. Reconnaissance armed helicopter firepower.
in force risks loss of surprise in the d. Terrain and Weather. The terrain and
ensuing operation and must be coor- weather are important factors in armed heli-
dinated with higher headquarters. copter operations. The armed helicopter mis-
For further information on combat sion commander must determine his advan-
intelligence, see FM 30-5 and FM tages from the terrain, and evaluate the
30-7. advantages it affords the enemy. Conditions

(2) Capabilities. An armed helicopter of relatively low visibility and ceiling are
unit will be of high priority as a tar- ideally suited as concealment for helicopter
get for enemy tactical air and ground operations; however, high temperatures at
forces. All forms of deception, cover, high elevations will greatly inhibit the load
dispersion, concealment, and types of carrying capability.

Section II. ARMED HELICOPTER ATTACK

46.2. General rather on rendering enemy combat power inef-
Armed helicopter attacks augment the fective for a given period of time. Enemy use

ground commander's capability to deliver se- of weapons and countermeasures must be neu-
lective, responsive, accurate, and discriminat- tralized by suppressive fires. The movement of
ing fires on the ground objective. The primary enemy forces to reposition combat power and
objective of the armed helicopter attack is to thereby influence the action is minimized. At-
deliver direct fire support to destroy or sup- tacking helicopter elements, when delivering
press the enemy through the concentrated suppressive fire, prevent effective enemy fire
delivery of aerial firepower against enemy and restrict enemy movement. Prior to con-
machinegun emplacements, bunkers, tanks, ducting the fire suppression, a decision by the
personnel, and other targets that, when neu- commander is made as to the type of weapons,
tralized, will assist the ground commander in amount of ammunition, warhead selection,
seizing his attack objective. method of attack, and engagement and disen-

a. Suppressive Fires. Fire suppression does gagement ranges, tailoring each element to the
not place emphasis on inflicting high casualty mission.
rates or materiel losses on the enemy, but b. Destructive Fires. Destructive fire re-
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quires that a high casualty rate be inflicted f. Avoidance of Enemy Strength. To place
upon enemy personnel and equipment. Nor- the enemy at his greatest disadvantage, enemy
mally, a destruction mission for armed heli- areas of strength are avoided while his areas
copters will be related to a small area or to of weakness are exploited.
point targets. Destructive fires may be deliv- g. Combat Power. Available combat power
ered in conjunction with suppressive fires; i.e., is used to the maximum.
point targets such as fortified bunkers within
an area to be suppressed may be designated 46.4. Methods of Attack
for destruction. For example, tanks moving Armed helicopters may use running fire,
across an open area would make a lucrative hovering fire, or stationary fire to attack
target for helicopters armed with antitank targets.
missiles. Moving tanks can be acquired by dust a. Running Fire. Running fire is delivered
or diesel fumes while, because of the noise, on a target while the helicopter is in forward
tank crews would have a difficult time hearing flight. It can be delivered from any altitude,
approaching helicopters. By using nap-of-the- provided the slant range to the target is
earth techniques, helicopter crews have the compatible with the maximum effective range
elements of surprise and speed and can effec- of the weapon. Running fire employed through
tively engage any type armor formation. The delivery from the nap-of-the-earth flight mode
implied task of poststrike analysis is best ac- takes maximum advantage of available con-
complished by the armed helicopter mission cealment. This mode provides fire which is
commander during the termination phase of highly effective against troops in the open, but
an attack. If the target remains active, sub- the armed helicopter will be less effective in
sequent attacks will be initiated using all avail- terrain offering cover or concealment to the
able resources to accomplish the mission. enemy. Higher flight altitudes during attack
Planning considerations for delivering destruc- will result in diving fire at short slant ranges,
tion fires are essentially the same as those for which also increases vulnerability of the at-
suppression missions; however, the weights tacking armed helicopter. If repeated attacks
applied to various factors will change. on a target are required, succeeding passes

should be made from different directions to
46.3. Fundamentals of Attack hamper enemy target acquisition and engage-

To accomplish direct fire support missions ment of the attacking helicopters.
of suppression or destruction, the following b. Hovering Fire. Hovering fire is delivered!
fundamentals must be considered: as the armed helicopter rises momentarily i

a. Surprise. Surprise, based on sound tacti- from a covered or concealed position. Available
cal planning, must be attained to achieve cover and concealment must be used during
maximum results. the approach and execution of the fire mission.

b. Speed. Attacks are conducted with maxi- Where terrain permits, the helicopter should
mum speed, determined effort, and concen- be moved laterally between bursts of fire so
trated violence. that it does not appear to the enemy twice

c. Volume of Fire. An adequate volume of from the same position. Background for the
fire is maintained throughout the engagement helicopter should be chosen with care to avoid
by the attacking elements. being silhouetted against the sky or light ter-

d. Timing. Precise timing of the attack and rain. Fire teams will alternate their attacks in
the disengagement is necessary to exploit order to place continuous fire on the enemy
mutual support of all attacking elements and position. The helicopter is extremely vulnera-
to reduce the effect of enemy countermeasures. ble when practically motionless over the

e. Flexibility. The armed helicopter mission ground. Firing from a hover does not signifi-
commander must be allowed the widest lati- cantly increase weapons accuracy. With cer-
tude of initiative in accordance with the tain weapons subsystems (e.g., the aerial
principles of war. He must use all factors to rocket), a loss of accuracy causes fire from a
his advantage, move decisively, and defeat the hover to be impractical. Hovering fire should
enemy. be used only when it is necessary to clear a
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terrain mask, or to attack lightly defended c. Conducting the Attack. The attacking
areas for short durations or to avoid enemy armed helicopters must execute their mission
antiaircraft fires in the vicinity. Loss of ob- rapidly and violently and then withdraw. This
servation, mobility, flexibility, and maneuver technique engages the enemy by surprise be-
must be thoroughly considered by all com- fore he can organize his forces and bring his
manders prior to the employment of armed combat power to bear on the attacking heli-
helicopters in a hovering attack. copters.

c. Stationary Fire. Stationary fire is deliv-
ered with the armed helicopter in a static 46.6. Raids
gro u nd position. For some systems, this a. General. Armed helicopters performing a
method provides excellent accuracy due to the raid normally will have the mission of destroy-
elimination of normal dispersion errors caused ing or neutralizing a target by surprise attack,
by helicopter movement. However, stationary followed by rapid withdrawal from the target
fire momentarily loses mobility and thus in- area. Normally, raid operations will be shallow
creases the vulnerability of the armed helicop- in depth and may be compared to tank sweeps
ter. Concealment, and well-planned exit routes against selected targets. The helicopter raid
are mandatory. The loss of mobility, observa- force should accomplish its mission in a maxi-
tion, and flexibility must be carefully weighed mum of two runs on the target, preferably one
by the commander when considering employ- on the way in and one on the way out, using an
ment of stationary fire. Stationary firing of attack pattern that will result in maximum
aircraft weapons is planned when armed heli- destruction in the minimum time period. The
copters are on the ground in laager areas. The raid force should use a route of withdrawal
armed helicopters are positioned to permit the which is different from the approach route to
use of their weapons for the laager area. the target.

b. Planning the Raid. The armed helicopter
46.5. Attacks Against Lines of Communi- mission commander should assign individual

cations targets to fire teams. Normally, armed heli-
a. General. Armed helicopters may conduct copter raid targets will be small. Time per-

preplanned attack missions against lines of mitting, rehearsals should be run on similar
communications in the forward portion of the terrain. The degree of mission success is based
enemy's combat zone. Typical targets are sup- directly on the amount of surprise achieved. In
ply routes leading into the forward battle area, order to achieve surprise at the moment of at-
communications centers, and forward supply tack, the armed helicopter force must plan to-
depots. Attacks also may be conducted against (1) Avoid en route enemy positions.
targets of opportunity such as moving vehicles (2) Employ frequent changes in direction
and watercraft. of flight.

b. Planning the Mission. (3) Make maximum use of terrain and
(1) The mission must be planned to weather conditions.

avoid known enemy troop concentra- (4) Request other armed helicopters to
tions, antiaircraft positions, and ar- perform feints elsewhere in the bat-
tillery. tle area.

(2) The mission commander must coor- (5) Coordinate with the Air Force and
dinate with friendly artillery to inm artillery to suppress the enemy's ob-
sure that his flight route does not servation capability and render on-
interfere with preplanned artillery call support.
fire. If available, the artillery may c. Support of Airmobile Raid Forces. Armed
fire smoke on critical points along the helicopters may support an airmobile raid.
flight route to conceal the armed Close coordination must be effected between
helicopter passage of those areas. In the ground commander of the airmobile force
addition, high explosive concentra- and the supporting armed helicopter mission
tions may be placed on enemy posi- commander, to include coordination of voice
tions along the proposed flight route. radio and visual (smoke or cluster) signals
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for lifting and shifting of helicopter fire. If the extraction of the force. Consideration
the raid force is to be helicopter-lifted out of should be given to coordination for artillery
the area after the raid has been accomplished, and Air Force suppression of enemy ground-
the mission commander must insure that suf- to-air fire during the attack and the with-
ficient ammunition is held in reserve to protect drawal from the area.

Section III. ARMED HELICOPTERS IN SUPPORT OF GROUND OPERATIONS

46.7. General rangements for refueling and rearming during
The armed helicopter contributes greatly to the conduct of the exploitation. Airlift heli-

the success of ground combat operations copters may be used to deliver ammunition
through its ability to operate in the same en- and fuel forward on call, at a time and place
vironment as the ground force. The concept of selected by the armed helicopter mission com-
using the helicopter in a direct fire support mander in coordination with the ground force
role visualizes its employment to supplement commander. Servicing areas and delivery
and extend the firepower available to the com- times must be coordinated with both the
mander from ground-based weapons and from ground commander and the airlift helicopter
supporting Air Force or Navy elements. unit commander performing the resupply mis-

sion.
46.8. Offensive Operations d. Counterattack. Armed helicopters sup-

a. General. Armed helicopters support the porting a counterattack provide the ground
ground offensive by providing aerial firepower commander with aerial firepower that may be
to increase the overall effectiveness of the rapidly deployed against the flanks of the
ground attack mission. enemy offensive and against forces maneuver-

ing to reinforce the main enemy attack. The
b. Penetration. Armed helicopters support armed helicopter mission commander must

the ground offensive by attacking the enemy assist in the coordination of the tactical
forces that are maneuvering into positions to ground plan and the helicopter fire support
counterattack the penetrating force. Detailed plan, and insure that his fire teams know the
coordination with ground commanders must locations of the friendly ground forces. When
be made to insure that the helicopter force this information is known in advance, he will
does not mistakenly identify friendly troops assign targets to fire teams. During conduct of
as enemy forces. This is most critical during the mission, the armed helicopter mission
conduct of the breakthrough; friendly forces commander will issue appropriate fragmen-
are in close contact with the enemy and the tary orders as targets of opportunity are
line of contact is not easily distinguished. sighted. After coordination with the ground

c. Exploitation. Armed helicopters are well commander, the armed helicopter mission
suited to the support of an exploitation. The commander will select rendezvous locations
mobility and firepower of armed helicopters and known safe areas for emergency landings.
will increase the speed of the ground forces These must be disseminated to the fire teams.
exploitation. The armed helicopter can be em-
ployed to extend reconnaissance and security 46.9. Defensive Operations
for the main force during the exploitation. a. General. Armed helicopters may support
The armed helicopter force may attack enemy infantry and armored forces engaged in de-
troops attempting to escape an envelopment, fensive operations. Without augmentation, the
and disrupt and disorganize enemy attempts to armed helicopter force has a limited capability
reinforce threatened units. The armed helicop- to perform defensive missions. Preparation
ter force may extend flank reconnaissance and for defensive operations requires the same de-
security, permitting the ground force com- tailed planning, coordination, and organiza-
mander to pursue the exploitation with greater tion that is characteristic of offensive action.
speed and boldness of action. The armed heli- b. Basic Defensive Considerations. In plan-
copter mission commander must make ar- ning the support of the ground defense, the
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armed helicopter mission commander must considerations associated with fire support to
consider the following actions: holding forces are-

(1) Coordination with the ground force (1) The fluid disposition of friendly
commander. Coordination is con- forces must be known to the armed
ducted with the ground force com- helicopter mission commander. Di-
mander for assigned missions, prior- rect communications with the hold-
ity of fire, and the most suitable lo- ing force is necessary. Fire support
cation within the defensive area of coordination channels may be used
the supported unit. Siting of armed for this purpose.
helicopters is based on consideration (2) Fuel and ammunition for the armed
of quick reaction time, communica- helicopter force should be located in
tions capability, and the security of a relatively safe area to the rear of
support installations. Since armed the holding force.
helicopter supporting fires normally d. Escort of Airmobile Withdrawal of Coy-
are incorporated into the overall de- ering Forces. The availability of armed heli-
fense plan, the ground force com- copters provides the commander with a sig-
mander must be notified when they nificant advance in techniques of conducting
cannot be provided or are terminated all types of retrograde operations or disengage-
so that he may adjust for their ab- ments with the enemy, either as part of a
sence. withdrawal, in the conduct of a mobile de-

(2) Selection of type armament and am- fense, or in achieving separation distance for
munition. The most probable target the employment of nuclear weapons. Ground
(armored or infantry) must be de- forces in contact with the enemy are essen-
termined. Based on this, the most tially holding the enemy by fire and maneuver.
effective armament systems and type In order to withdraw them effectively it is
ammunition are selected. necessary to provide a substitute fire and ma-

neuver means. Armed helicopters are well
46.10. Retrograde Operations suited to this task. Initially, the force to be

a. General. In delaying actions, such as withdrawn is provided with all available ar-
those in support of retrograde movement, the tillery and close air support. Transport heli-
armed helicopter is used for tasks requiring copters, escorted by armed helicopters, move
reconnaissance by fire, general reconnaissance, to the rear of the forces to be withdrawn. A
escort operations, and aerial fire support to portion of the armed helicopters participates
cover the withdrawal or disengagement of in bringing fires on the enemy while others
forces. In support of retrograde operations, secure the landing zone (LZ). On prearranged
armed helicopters will be used to inflict maxi- signals the ground force withdraws to the LZ
mum damage on the enemy forces through as the intensity of aerial fire support in-
counterattacks, traps, and canalization of at- creases. Plans should be made for the shifting
tacking forces. of artillery and close air support fires to pro-

b. Reconnaissance by Fire. Reconnaissance tect the LZ from envelopment by the enemy
by fire is conducted to give early warning, and force. Upon extraction of the ground force,
to delay, disorganize, and harass the enemy's the armed helicopter force breaks contact. Ar-
advance elements. The armed helicopter recon- tillery and close air support fires are intensified
naissance force should be sufficient to provide to minimize enemy interference with the move-
attack strength, operating flexibility, and area ment of the airlift helicopters.
coverage. In the fluid situation often encoun-
tered in retrograde operations, coordination 46.11. Airborne Operations
with the ground force commander of the over- a. General. Armed helicopters may support
all tactical plan and the areas, spaces, and the conduct of airborne operations. During the
routes to be reconnoitered by fire will be an assault and organization phases, the armed
important consideration. helicopters will provide suppressive and anti-

c. Fire Support of Holding Forces. Special tank fire to secure the airhead from ground
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attack. After the airhead has been estab- ization of enemy forces moving to-
lished, the helicopter may be assigned the mis- ward the airhead may be anticipated
sion of extending reconnaissance and security to be predominant at this time, ar-
for the ground force. For further details on mament and ammunition loads should
airborne operations, see FM 7-11, FM 7-20, be selected for these type targets.
FM 57-10, and FM 57-35. (2) If the airhead is beyond the fuel

b. Planning Considerations. A primary con- range of the armed helicopters and
sideration is the deployment of armed helicop- the helicopters are to be flown to the
ters to the airhead area during the air move- airhead, provisions must be made for
ment phase. refueling en route. If the refueling

(1) If the airborne operation is to be must be accomplished in a hostile
conducted within the fuel range of area, the fuel can be-
the armed helicopters (including thethe armed helicopters (including the (a) Dropped by parachute or air landed
use of a ferry tank), the armed immediately prior to the arrival of
helicopter mission commander should the armed helicopters, or
consider flying his helicopters to the
airhead to provide fire support to the (b) Seized from the enemy by parti-
parachute assault echelon. The task sans, or
force commander should plan the ar- (c) Transported in other aircraft
rival of his armed helicopter force in which will accompany the armed
the airhead area in sufficient time helicopter formation.
prior to the parachute assault to sup- (3) When armed helicopters are to be
press the drop zone; however, the airlifted in support of airborne opera-
armed helicopters must not conflict tions, the helicopters should be air
with the delivery of preparatory fires landed as soon as practicable after
by artillery or tactical air. The mis- the initial assault. Air Force cargo
sion commander should also plan the aircraft that afford minimum disas-
arrival of his armed helicopter force sembly of the armed helicopters are
immediately subsequent to the ter- desirable for this purpose. Mainte-
mination of the preparatory fires in nance personnel and aircrews will
order to use these fires to cover his accompany the helicopters in the
approach. The armed helicopter force cargo aircraft to expedite placing
initially will provide suppressive fire the helicopters in an operational
in the drop zone area and neutralize status after the air landing. The
key targets (enemy antiaircraft in- initial ammunition load should ac-
stallations, communications sites, company each helicopter in the cargo
command post, reserve positions). aircraft.
Initial ammunition loads should be (4) Resupply of fuel and ammunition
selected to fit these targets. Coordi- should be air landed with the fol-
nated preplanning will insure that lowup echelon. Designated POL and
armed helicopter activity does not armament personnel should accom-
constitute a hazard to personnel par- pany these supplies to expedite dis-
achuting into the drop zone or ad- tribution. If resupply is to be para-
versely restrict other supporting fires. chuted into the drop zone, fuel and
Armed helicopters will continue to ammunition for the armed helicopters
act in economy of force roles to pro- should be heavy dropped with the
tect airborne forces during assembly airborne force heavy drop loads. Des-
and movement to initial airhead ob- ignated POL and armament person-
jectives. Support will shift to recon- nel should parachute with the sup-
naissance and security operations plies and assemble them at a central
after seizure of the airhead line. point. These personnel must also
Since antitank missions and neutral- position their ammunition and POL
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loads and lay out landing panels for rejoin the formation. Lead escort helicopters
helicopter servicing operations. can accompany the formation up to the latest

(5) The timing of servicing operations practical time prior to departing the formation
must be phased in order to maintain ahead to conduct landing zone reconnaissance,
continuous direct fire support, recon- prestrike, and suppressive fire missions. Cen-
naissance, and security. Initial serv- tralized control of the entire airmobile force
icing should be accomplished alter- (troops, airlift helicopters, and armed escort
nately by fire teams, thereby provid- helicopters) is essential during the operation.
ing steady fire support during the This control normally is vested in the airmo-
critical landing phase. Additional bile force commander.
servicing should be accomplished sub- b. Conduct of Escort Operations for Air-
sequent to the seizure of initial as- lifted Forces.
sault objectives. (1) Armed helicopters provide security

for the airlifted forces during the
46.12. Airmobile Operations loading phase. Once the airlifted

Armed helicopters provide security to airlift force is airborne and en route to the
helicopters engaged in airmobile operations objective area, armed helicopters are
when air-to-ground suppressive fires are re- responsible for the destruction or
quired, or when a combination of air and suppression of enemy forces which
ground protection is essential to the security threaten the formations. Escort hel-
of the airmobile operation. See FM 57-35 for icopters are deployed in advance,
detailed discussion of airmobile operations. along the flanks, and to the rear of

a. Planning Considerations. Detailed plan- the formation. Escort formations
ning and coordination are necessary. When should remain flexible, and the armed
urgency of operations precludes normal plan- helicopter mission commander should
ning, unit SOP and training must be relied continually adjust his elements to
upon for efficient execution of the mission. The maintain 360 ° protection. If the force
ground force commander must issue the opera- is threatened or attacked, suppressive
tions order in time to allow the supporting fires will be placed upon the enemy
aviation unit commander time to formulate his until the airlifted force has passed
supporting plan, to issue orders, and to conduct out of range or until the enemy is
aircrew briefings. Proper aviation planning neutralized. If the enemy target is
and briefings help assure the success of the not neutralized, the supported unit
ground operation. Warning orders are issued leader is notified so that subsequent
well in advance to allow for adequate planning lifts will avoid the known enemy
time. Flight routes are selected which offer position.
minimum interference from enemy forces and (2) Mechanical failure or enemy action
maximum cover and concealment. Nap-of-the- may force transport helicopters to
earth flight is used as necessary. En route abort prior to reaching the objective
formations will be determined by the factors area. If possible, escort helicopters
of METT. When the airmobile force is of such will provide security and fire support
size that flank security at extended distance is for crews and troops of downed heli-
required, a portion of the armed helicopter copters until they can be rescued.
force may be given a flank security mission Rescue may be facilitated by employ-
and the balance of the force will escort the ing empty airlift helicopters return-
formation. The armament used on armed heli- ing from the landing zone or by
copters will depend upon the nature of known supporting medical evacuation heli-
and suspected enemy targets. Armed helicop- copters.
ters selected for escort ideally have a greater (3) As the airmobile force nears the
speed capability than the helicopters being es- landing zone, designated armed heli-
corted. This will allow the escorts to depart copter escorts will conduct the land-
the formation en route, engage targets, and ing zone reconnaissance. The compo-
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sition of the reconnaissance force is capability of performing subsequent
dependent upon the escort strength missions. An ineffective prestrike
available, the size of the landing negates the element of surprise and
zone, and the time available for con- leaves the enemy alerted to the im-
ducting the reconnaissance. When pending airmobile assault. Prestrike
approaching the landing zone, the fire support should be maintained un-
helicopters should avoid the open til the airlanded force has engaged
areas which provide the enemy the the enemy. There should be no time
best fields of fire and will probably gap between the prestrike and the
be the areas where fires are concen- assault of the airlanded force. Any
trated. Initiating the reconnaissance time interval between these fires
from the flanks forces the enemy to gives the enemy time to reposition
fire from a less desirable position. weapons and troops and to replace
The armed helicopter mission com- gun crews without interference.
mander will designate specific por- When they arrive in the landing zone,
tions of the landing zone for each the striking helicopters will be aug-
armed helicopter to cover, based on mented by the suppressive fire of es-
prior intelligence, aerial photographs, cort helicopters that remained with
and maps of the area. The armed hel- the airmobile formation. When firing
icopter mission commander will in- in the landing zone, the escort heli-
struct his fire teams to search for copters should maintain a minimum
and mark with smoke exact locations altitude of approximately 100 feet
and dispositions of enemy troop po- above the terrain to permit observa-
sitions, antiaircraft weapons, and tion and the engagement of targets
automatic weapons. Reconnaissance of opportunity on the periphery of
by fire will be employed as necessary. the landing zone. The first element
In addition to locating enemy posi- of the airlift helicopters will augment
tions, the condition of the landing the fires of the escort helicopters
surface will be checked for obstacles with controlled suppressive fires on
such as poles stuck in the ground, the landing zone during the approach
cables strung across the area, and in- and on takeoff after clearing the
dications of mines or d e m o li t i o n assaulting troop positions. Rules of
charges. Upon completion of the engagement for the landing zone
reconnaissance, the armed helicopter area must be clearly established prior
mission commander must report to to the operation to preclude armed
the airmobile force commander with helicopters escorting subsequent lifts
a recommendation that the mission from firing into friendly troops al-
be continued or aborted. This report ready in the area.
must be given in sufficient time for (5) Armed helicopters may be required
the airmobile force commander to to deliver smoke on enemy positions
react. or to lay a screen between the enemy

(4) Armed escort helicopters may be as- and the landing zone to conceal the
signed the mission of prestriking the arrival of the airmobile force. Wind
landing zone. Well-timed suppressive and weather must be accurately eval-
fires, violently executed, will signifi- uated immediately prior to the use
cantly reduce the enemy's capability of smoke. Smoke could severely ham-
to repel the airmobile assault force. per the airmobile force if improperly
The armed helicopter mission com- employed.
mander should consider giving pri- (6) Subsequent to the debarkation of the
ority to the expenditure of sufficient airlanded force, a portion of the
ammunition to make the prestrike armed helicopter escort may be des-
effective and yet not sacrifice the ignated to remain in the landing
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zone area to support the ground ele- (3) During the execution phase, empha-
ments by fire support and reconnais- sis must be placed on fire support and
sance. seizure of the initial beachhead line.

(7) As the empty airlift helicopters de- Normally, conventional supporting
part the landing zone, they are es- fires are shifted to deeped targets.
corted to a specified flight altitude Armed helicopters may be used in
or release point by elements of the this period to satisfy the ground
armed helicopter force. This escort commander's immediate fire support
force will cover the departure route requirements.
with suppressive fire. The escort mis-
sion commander must insure that, as 46.14. Escort of Ground Convoys
the airlift helicopters begin their The threat of ambush to ground convoys
liftoff, his fire teams are in a position usually is present in defensive or retrograde
to conduct effective fire suppression situations in restrictive terrain such as jungle,
of the departure corridor. Normally, and in operations against an enemy adept at
this will require the fire teams to be infiltration. Stability operations frequently
located to the flanks behind and be- will require aerial escort of ground convoys;
low the airlift aircraft as they climb general warfare operations will require con-
out. voy escort in the combat or communications

zone when security is necessary. The ambush
46.13. Amphibious Operations threat can be greatly reduced by using an

a. General. Armed helicopter support of am- armed helicopter escort for the convoy. Coor-
phibious operations normally involves the es- dination and communications with the convoy
cort and fire support of the airmobile forces command and control elements are necessary
landing in conjunction with the beach assault. for immediate, accurate, protective response
Actions in the objective area and over land by the armed helicopters.
areas are essentially as discussed in airmobile
operations (para 56). For further details con- 46.15. Night Operations
cerning amphibious operations, see FM 31-12 Armed helicopter night operations offer an
and FM 31-13. excellent opportunity for achieving deception

b. Special Considerations. Special consider- and surprise, thus enhancing the success of
ations encountered in the support of amphibi- the mission. Armed helicopters may perform
ous operations which result from employing fire support, reconnaissance, fire adjustment
aircraft carriers in lieu of land-based staging missions in support of ground operations, and
areas are- other conventional armed helicopter missions.

(1) Aircrews must be trained to operate The fundamentals involved in night operations
off aircraft carriers, to include pro- are the same as those in daylight operations,
ficiency in overwater navigation, use although techniques may vary. For example,
of aircraft carrier navigational aids, more control measures will be placed upon
and water survival to include ditch- armed helicopter units during night operations
ing procedures. The essential tech- than during daylight operations. Considera-
niques and procedures used during tion must be given to the method by which
aircraft carrier launch and recovery ground units will mark their positions during
operations must be practiced by all armed helicopter fire support missions, to as-
crews. sure prompt accurate fire support without

(2) During the planning phase, the mis- endangering friendly troops. Mission success
sion commander must consider naval is dependent upon prior reconnaissance, simple
gunfire plans as they relate to flight plans, accurate navigation, the night training
routes and he must know the radio proficiency of flight crews, and thorough co-
frequencies of the air and naval gun- ordination between all elements involved. An
fire liaison company (ANGLICO), example of the techniques which can be devel-
Naval Air, and the amphibious force. oped specifically for night helicopter operations
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is the use of a helicopter equipped with a rockets, attack and destroy the target. This
searchlight or similar device which illuminates technique has proved particularly effective
an enemy night operation while accompanying against barges operating along waterways at
helicopters, armed with machineguns and night.

Section IV. DELIVERY OF DROPPABLE MUNITIONS BY ARMED HELICOPTERS

46.16. General 46.18. Methods of Attack for Mortar and
Mortars supply the primary means of in- Cluster Bomb Unit Armed Helicopters

direct fire support provided by the rifle com- a. Preplanned Targets. When helicopter de-
pany to its elements. The responsiveness of livered mortar projectiles or cluster bomb
this support is reduced when the mortar and units (CBU) are to be placed on targets which
its ammunition must be transported over dif- also will be taken under fire by other means,
ficult terrain by footmobile units. Also, the the helicopter fires should be delivered last.
limited resupply capability of footmobile units This method lessens the probability of losses
reduces the ability of supporting fires to exert due to enemy antiaircraft fires and allows de-
continual pressure on enemy positions. Under livery up to the time that friendly troops ap-
these conditions, it may be necessary to obtain proach the enemy positions.
fire support by variations from standard fire (1) For preplanned targets, combinations
support systems. The use of armed helicopters of projectile types may be used. Non-
for delivery of droppable munitions, to include lethal agents may be delivered prior
modified mortar projectiles, and cluster bomb to the arrival of the helicopters. De-
units (CBU) is one such variation which can livery of such agents may cause the
be integrated into the ground unit's plan of enemy to evacuate his defensive po-
action. sitions and expose himself to lethal

46.17. Basic Principles fires delivered by helicopters.
a. Attack. The task of helicopters equipped (2) Mortar/CBU d e I i v e r y helicopters

to deliver modified mortar projectiles or cluster s h o u I d be accompanied on firing
bomblets is to assist the maneuver of supported passes by conventionally armed heli-
ground forces by- copters delivering simultaneous de-

(1) Neutralizing or destroying enemy structive fires. This will result in in-
personnel and materiel. creased shock effect and provide a

(2) Providing security to v u I n e r a b I e degree of protection against enemy
flanks of airmobile or other ground antiaircraft fires.
force elements by use of interdicting b. T a r g e t s of Opportunity. Helicopters
fires. armed with mortar projectiles or cluster bomb

(3) Causing the enemy to expose himself units (CBU) can rapidly engage targets which
to lethal fires by use of air delivered are too fleeting to be engaged by conventional
nonlethal chemical munitions such as means. Such targets might present themselves
riot control agents. while troop ships are en route to landing zones.

(4) Disrupting counterattacks by use of Mortar/CBU delivery helicopters can overfly
spoiling attacks on enemy forces pre- the area from which hostile fire originates and
paring to participate in such counter- immediately drop sufficient p r o j e c t i I e s or
attacks. bomblets to silence the enemy fire. The helicop-

b. Defense. In the defensive role, armed ters can then rejoin the airmobile column and
helicopters may assist friendly ground force be ready to deliver other fires as required.
units by delivery of modified mortar projectiles
or cluster bomblets on attacking enemy troops 46.19. Control of Fires
when ground visual restrictions, unfavorable The mortar/CBU delivery system may be
weather conditions, or terrain masking pre- controlled by the airmobile task force com-
clude their delivery by conventional methods. mander during airmobile operations or by the
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armed helicopter mission commander during helicopter can be assigned in direct support of
preplanned strikes not connected with airmo- a ground unit and directed to the target by
bile assaults. personnel on the ground.

46.20. Factors Affecting Employment b. Target designation can be accomplished
in a manner similar to designating targets forThe factors affecting employment of armed conventional weapons. Targets may be identi-

helicopters are mission, enemy, terrain and conventional weapons. Targets may be identi-
weathier, and troops and enequipment (METT) fled by use of coordinates, verbal description,
weather, and troops and equipment (METT) direction and distance from a known reference
as described in FM 1-110. These same factors drecton and distance from a known reference
affect employment of overhead delivery system point, or they may be marked by direct fire

~~~~helicopters. ~support helicopters using tracers or smoke.helicopters.
c. Damage will be assessed after each mor-

46.21. Methods of Acquiring and Marking tar/CBU'delivery run to determine whether
Targets successive runs are necessary. Procedures for

a. Targets normally are identified by the successive runs will consist of corrections to
ground unit commander and given to the move the point of impact to the target and/or
armed helicopter mission commander on a fire to request more or less rounds to be dropped
mission basis. Also, the mortar/CBU delivery during the next overhead attack.

Section V. AERIAL ROCKET ARTILLERY

46.22. Mission support of ground assault operations. Aerial
The mission of aerial rocket artillery is to rocket artillery units must know exact target

provide aerial fire support throughout areas locations en route to and on the objective, the
of operations. It may be assigned tactical direction from which fires are to be delivered,
missions of direct support, reinforcing, gen- and the actions to be taken after delivery of
eral support, and general support-reinforcing. fires. Detailed coordination is required with

supported or reinforced units. In planning for
46.23. Assignment aerial delivery of fires, the unit's limited flight

Separate aerial rocket artillery battalions endurance and resupply capability must be
may be attached to corps artillery. One bat- taken into consideration. The airmobile force
talion is organic to the airmobile division. The commander considers and includes a e r i a
battalions are designed to provide aerial fire rocket artillery fires in the preparation of his
support and antitank defense fires throughout fire support plan.
areas of operations.

46.26. Forward Base Areas
46.24. Airmobile Operations

Airmobile operations are executed with pre- Forward base areas provide defensible ter-
cision and speed over extended distances. rain from which aerial rocket artillery opera-
Aerial rocket artillery provides responsive and tions may be conducted. Forward base areas
flexible fire support to the maneuver force; its may contain all firing elements of the battal-
direct support fires are particularly useful ion, but normally are of battery or platoon size.
during movement en route, landing, and as- Perimeter defense of forward base areas is
sault of the objective. Direct support cannon organized utilizing the limited fire capabilities
artillery units may be prepositioned to support of aerial rocket artillery helicopters, organic
the assault or landed subsequently to supple- ground weapons, and resources of collocated
ment or replace aerial fires. Thus, the direct or adjacent forces. Forward base areas are
aerial fires and indirect ground fires are com- located geographically near the supported
plementary. forces, commensurate with the assigned mis-

sion and enemy situation (areas should be out-
46.25. The Tactical Plan side of enemy cannon artillery range). For-

Planning required for support of the air ward base areas are selected by the aerial
assault is more complex than that required for rocket artillery battalion commander responsi-
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ble for positioning elements of the aerial copters by radio communications from aerial

rocket artillery battalion. or ground observers.
d. Using checkpoints, coordinates, or re-

46.27. Target Categories ferring to prominent terrain or manmade

Enemy targets engaged by aerial rocket features.
artillery may be either preselected or targets
of opportunity. The present weapons systems, 46.29. Air Movement
are effective against personnel, light fortifica- The airmobile force commander considers
tions, light materiel, and tanks. the use of aerial rocket artillery during air

movements, however, this role normally is
46.28. Response to Requests for Fire Support performed by armed escort helicopters. If both

Aerial rocket artillery must respond to re- means are employed en route, close prior

quests for fire on targets of opportunity as planning and en route coordination are re-

expeditiously as possible, consistent with co- quired between the airmobile force com-
ordination requirements. Coordination of these mander, his fire support coordinator, the

fires may not require the timing normally as- armed escort mission commander, and the
sociated with prearranged fires. Acquisition aerial rocket artillery element commander.
and designation of targets of opportunity may 46.30. Initial Points
come from various sources, to include aerial
rocket artillery pilots. It is preferable for the When the aerial rocket artillery unit is
forward observers of direct support artillery participating in an airmobile operation, the
units to provide mission control to aerial ar- initial point (IP) for the air column is desig-
tillery units delivering fires on targets of op- nated by the assault force commander. The
portunity. The airmobile force commander's artillery commander also establishes a unit IP,

fire support coordinator considers, plans, and short of the air column IP, and designates a
coordinates the use of aerial rocket artillery. time for subordinate units to reach the point

Techniques of target designation and neces- and clear it. The unit IP is the point at which

sary control may include the following: elements of the unit in formation join the air
a. Observers (aerial or ground) orally des- column. It must be far enough from the takeoff

ignating and describing targets. areas to permit unit aircraft to become air-
b. Marking of targets by firing tracers, borne and gain the proper airspeed, altitude,

smoke grenades, or rockets; at night, refer- interval, and formation by the time they reach
ences to fluorescent panels or balloons and the unit IP. All IP should be easily identified
luminescent paints or sprays may be used. from the air.

c. Vectoring of aerial rocket artillery heli- Page 46. Paragraph 105b is rescinded.
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL

1. Purpose and Scope (3) Internal defense and development op-
a. Purpose. This manual provides doctrine erations.

and guidance for the utilization of Army avia- 2. Recommended Changes
tion in support of military operations on land.
Its purpose is to assist aviation commanders Users of this manual are encouraged to sub-
in supervision of their units, and to familiarize mit recommendations to improve its contents.
other than aviation commanders and their Comments should be keyed to the specific page,
staffs with the employment of supporting avia- paragraph, and line of the text in which the
tion units. change is recommended. Reasons should be pro-

vided for each comment to insure understand-b. Scope. This manual discusses the capabil- ing and complete evaluation. Address commentsities and limitations of Army aviation and the to the Commanding Officer, United Statescommand relationship between ground com- Army Combat Developments Command Avia-manders and supporting aviation units. Addi- Army Combat Developments Command Avia-tion Agency, Fort Rucker, Ala. 36360. Origina-tionally, it discusses tasks that are appropriate
for assignment to Army aviation units. tors of proposed changes which would consti-tute a significant modification of approved

c. Application. This manual applies to Army Army doctrine may send an information copy
aviation employment in- through command channels to Commanding

(1) Nuclear and nonnuclear environments. General, United States Army Combat Develop-
(2) Chemical, biological, and radiological ments Command, to facilitate review and fol-

environments. lowup.
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CHAPTER 2

MISSION, CONCEPTS, CAPABILITIES, AND LIMITATIONS

Section I. MISSION AND CONCEPTS OF OPERATION

3. Mission (2) Observation and surveillance. Army
aviation provides aerial "eyes" over

a. The mission of Army aviation is to aug- the operational area. Through this a-
ment the capability of the Army to conduct p tpability it supports intelligence-gath-prompt and sustained combat incident to op igeering activities and target organiza-erations on land. It accomplishes its mission by tin. iti

tion. Aldditionally, it conducts flightsaugmenting other organic means of mobility in support of aerial surve operations
and firepower through use of aircraft capable and aerial radiological surveys.of avoiding concentrations of enemy firepower
and ground obstacles. (3) Mobility. By airlifting troops and

combat equipment, Army aviation
b. Aviation resources are organized, trained, provides an additional means of ma-

and equipped primarily for responsive support neuver to the ground commander.
of sustained combat incident to operations on Weapons may be emplaced rapidly and
land. troops may be carried quickly over

obstacles using Army aviation's air
4. Concepts of Operation mobility capability.

a. Fluid situations and dispersion of Army (4) Firepower. Army aviation observes,
units are characteristic of present and future adjusts, and registers indirect artil-
combat operations. Units organized into com- lery fire. It also uses rotary wing air-
bined arms teams will operate over large areas, craft as weapons platforms to deliver
laterally and in depth, as required by the tac- suppressive fire or to launch and con-
tical situation. The combat zone cannot be trol antimechanized aerial weapons
finitely measured in all cases and may vary systems. This helps fill the gap be-
appreciably as a conflict develops. tween the support provided by con-

ventional ground fire means and close
b. Within a combat zone, mobility is a deci- air support provided by tactical air-

sive factor. Leaders of units which support mo- craft of other Service components.
bility must be oriented fully in the tactics and (5) Loistics. Army aviation supports
techniques of the ground forces that they sup- logistical operations by providing
port, and must be conversant with the combat aerial movement of troops and equip-

aerial movement of troops and equip-situation as it progresses. ment, aeromedical evacuation of cas-
c. Army unit commanders have the services ualties, and evacuation of damaged

of Army aircraft available to perform the fol- equipment within the combat zone.
lowing functions: d. The employment of Army aviation com-

(1) Command and control. This includes plements rather than duplicates the functions
courier and liaison missions, control performed by the Air Force. Its capability of
of vehicular columns and tactical operating from pioneer-type fields and its as-
units, message drop and pickup, and signment to Army unit commanders who have
wire laying. a recurring need for its capabilities provide
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the essential degree of responsiveness needed b. Nondivisional Aviation. All Army units
to support prompt and sustained combat. do not require the support of Army aviation

on a continuing basis. To support these units
5. Organization when required and to augment the organic

a. Divisional Aviation. The tables of organi- aviation assets of other Army units, separate
zation and equipment of each type Army divi- aviation companies, battalions, and groups are
sion authorize organic aviation units required included in the Army force structure. These
to provide aerial support for tactical and logis- eparate Army aviation organizations are re-
tical operations of the division. The organic ferred to as nondivisional aviation. Often suchunits are composed of a mix of aircraft or con-
aviation units are referred to as divisional avia- tain special-purpose aircraft for which there
tion. The quantity of organic aviation assigned is an essential, but not continuing, require
to a particular division varies according to ment. These aviation organizations normally
the mission and other means of mobility or- are assigned to a field army with further at-
ganic to that division. If specific missions tachment to subordinate corps. Such an ar-
require aviation assets not assigned, the addi- rangement allows the army commander to al-
tional aircraft may be requested from non- locate critical aviation resources according to
divisional aviation units at corps or field army. the priorities he establishes.

Section II. CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS

6. Capabilities d. Providing airlift of personnel, equipment,
and supplies for a variety of tasks within theIncreased and immediately responsive mo-

bility is a basic capability which organic Army combat zone.
aviation provides the commander. This mobil- e. Providing armed escort and supplemental
ity results from the inherent speed of aircraft fire support aircraft.
as compared to ground means of mobility, and f. Performing other miscellaneous tasks such
from the relative freedom of aircraft from as aerial spot photography, night illumination
terrain obstacles. Organic and attached avia- support, and aerial surveys within aircraft
tion elements can assist the ground commander capabilities.
in the accomplishment of his mission by- 7. Limitations

a. Providing, during the planning phase, Limitations to aviation operations include-
personnel to advise the commander on the capa-
bilities, limitations, and resources of available

ures and enemy aircraft.aviation elements.
b. High consumption rates for POL and am-

b. Providing the commander with an aerial munition.
command post, to include communications

c. Relatively high maintenance requirements
facilities, from which he can observe the de- compared to other means of transport.when compared to other means of transport.
veloping situation and control elements of his
command. d. Effects of adverse weather conditions.

c. Conducting aerial surveillance of routes, e. Limited ability to defend aircraft while
landing zones, and objective areas, and by re- participating in operations
connaissance of routes to locate points favor- f. Limitations common to night operations.
able for ambush or terrain obstacles to ground g. Limited capability to lift heavy equip-
movement. ment.
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Section III. AUTHORITY AND PHILOSOPHY OF ARMY AVIATION

8. Authority "(3) Stressing and clarifying the respon-
sibilities of the United States Air

a. The basic statutory authority for Army Force with regard to providing avia-
aviation is contained in the National Security tion support for the United States
Act of 1947. Section 205(e) of the National Army."
Security Act of 1947, as amended, is quoted The Department of Defense Directive 5160.22
in part as follows: (AR 95-100) prescribed the functions to be

"In general the United States Army, within performed by organic Army aircraft within
the Department of the Army, shall include land the combat zone as follows:
combat and service forces and such aviation "a. Command, liaison, courier, and communica-
and water transport as may be organic therein. tions.
It shall be organized, trained and equipped "b. Observation, visual and photographic re-
primarily for prompt and sustained combat in- connaissance, fire adjustment, and topo-
cident to operations on land." graphical survey.

"c. Airlift of Army personnel and materiel.
b. The Secretary of Defense published De- "d. Aeromedical evacuation."

partment of Defense Directive Number 5160.22,
dated 18 March 1957, (Army Regulations 95- 9. Philosophy
100, 3 May 1957), subject: "Clarification of Army aviation personnel and aircraft will
Roles and Missions of the Departments of the be integrated into the combat, combat support,
Army and the Air Force Regarding Use of Air- and combat service support units of the Army
craft" for the purpose of- when their employment will benefit Army

"(1) Defining the scope of the United operations. These aviation resources will be
States Army Aviation Program and immediately responsive to the Army com-
establishment. mander for use as he considers necessary for

"(2) Insuring that the United States the discharge of his military mission. Army
Army may employ aircraft neces- aviation units must live with the Army so that
sary for its internal requirements insary for its internal requirements in they may be available for operations on shortthe conduct of operations on land,
without duplicating the functions as- notice and responsive to the immediate com-
signed to the United States Air Force. mand and requirements of troop commanders.
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CHAPTER 3
FUNDAMENTALS OF EMPLOYMENT

10. General with greater freedom of utilization than at-
tachment, and attachment provides greater

The ground commander utilizes supporting freedom of utilization than operational control.
Army aviation elements to increase the tactical
capabilities of his force. He assigns tasks to the c. Economy of Utilization. There is seldom
aviation commander, and the aviation com- enough aviation support to satisfy all justifi-
mander employs his unit to support the ground able demands. Aircraft should not be used
force mission. Aviation techniques and proce- when surface means are equally effective.
dures contained in FM 1-105 are employed by Therefore, economy must be practiced and mis-
the aviation unit commanders to perform their sions assigned on a priority basis. Proper coor-
assigned tasks. Methods of employing Army dination and control tend to promote the most
aviation are flexible, and users should take ad- effective use of Army aviation.
vantage of the services of the Army aviation d. Tactical Integrity. Tactical integrity isofficer in order to utilize the great potentialities essential to both the aviation unit and the
of Army aviation in combat support. Army ground unit during airmobile operations for
aviators are well grounded in the philosophy
that Army aviation is an asset only so long asthat Army aviation is an asset only so long as positive control. For example, tactical integrity
it remains immediately responsive to the sup- is achieved by lifting a rifle platoon with an
ported unit commander. Therefore, the employ- airlift platoon or an infantry battalion with a
ment of Army aviation in support of combat combat aviation battalion
operations should be well integrated with the
ground tactical plan at the earliest stage. 12. Planning Employment

11. Employment Considerations a. Basis for Planning. Plans for Army avia-
The efficient employment of Army aviation tion support are based on the tactical plans of

is based on the following considerations- the unit to be supported. For planning, em-
a. Immediate Availability. The opportunity ployment, and characteristics of divisional tac-

to employ aviation to the best advantage may tical operations, see FM 61-100.
come suddenly and require that supporting b. Factors Affecting Employment. The fol-
aviation units be immediately available and lowing factors should be considered when plan-
responsive to the commander's requirements. ning for the employment of Army aviation:
Availability is facilitated by flexible organiza- (1) Mission. The mission of the aviation
tion, mobility, proper scheduling of personnel unit is dictated by the mission of the
and aircraft, adequate maintenance support, supported unit. Army aviation sup-
and by locating aviation facilities near the area port must be integrated into, and
of intended use. based on, the fire support plan and

b. Freedom of Utilization. Freedom of utili- scheme of maneuver of the supported
zation permits the commander to employ unit. To insure availability of suf-
organic, attached, or supporting Army aviation ficient aircraft for all operations,
units in the way which contributes most to the future missions must be considered
successful accomplishment of his mission. and priorities for use of aircraft es-
Organic assignment provides the commander tablished.
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(2) Enemy. The location, disposition, and cedures as loading and unloading
capabilities of the enemy-especially from Army aircraft during airmobile
his air defenses and air offensive operations.
capabilities-must be considered. The (6) Aviator and aircraft availability.
suppression of enemy fire en route to Availability of aircraft and aviators,
and in the objective area will preclude auxiliary equipment such as cargo
the excessive loss of aircraft and slings and nets, and adequate main-
ground troops. tenance and supply must be considered

(3) Weather. Weather is important in when planning the employment of
planning the employment of Army aviation units. Operational procedures
aviation support. Low ceilings and should be flexible enough to allow
limited visibility reduce enemy air periods of maximum maintenance
and ground action and can be used and minimum use of aircraft to assure
to advantage during some combat maximum availability of aircraft to
operations. Helicopter operations are support an operation (FM 1-10 and
possible in marginal weather condi- FM 55-45).
tions which limit fixed wing flight.

Di o. (7) Vulnerability. Aircraft vulnerability
Determination of minimum ceilings can be reduced by use of suppressive

and visibilities needed for continuous can be reduced by use of suppressive
and vospbilitees needed sor continuous fires delivered from armed helicopters,
helicopter support depends on such from defensive weapons mounted on
variables as aviator training and ex-

troop-carrying helicopters, by sup-
perience, obstructions to flight in the

porting artillery and mortar fires, and
operational area, and certain associ- a
ated operational risks that the ground by USAF tactical air support. Ar-craft and crewmembers are particu-
commander is willing to accept. larly vulnerable to .the effects of nu-

(4) Terrain. Terrain must be considered clear weapons. Aircraft are most
when planning locations for airfields, seriously affected by the blast effect
heliports, and alternate landing areas. which creates extreme turbulence and
High hill masses, lack of flat or gently atmospheric overpressures. Selection
rolling terrain, and high elevations of appropriate flight routes and alti-
limit facility locations. Locations for tudes is a passive measure which will
navigational aids must preclude ter- reduce vulnerability to blast, but flash
rain mask of signals. Routes for blindness caused by the fireball of a
ground supply, communications sup- nuclear explosion will remain a
port, and local security require heavy hazard.
engineer support if located in rough,
undeveloped areas. Flight character- (8) Airspace utilization. The airspace
istics of helicopters make them less over the combat zone must be used by
dependent upon improved areas than surface-to-surface fires, surface-to-air
fixed wing aircraft. fires, and aircraft of all participating

(5) Training readiness. Army aviators Services. The joint force commander
and combat crewmembers must be al- must establish measures for prevent-and combat crewmembers must be al-

lowed to train under conditions simi- ing or minimizing mutual interference
among the operations of all Serviceslar to operational environments in among the operations of all Services
in this space without denying anyorder to maintain proficiency in thein thi space without denying any

order to masntain probciency r n Ale Service component full exploitation of
specific tasks to be performed. Also, its use. Army air traffic regulation
mechanics, radio repairmen, electronic facilities can coordinate with other
equipment operators, and observers

e tpra ors rad eme users of airspace to prevent conflictsmust be trained for replacement of
personnel. Particular attention should in its use and assist Army aviation
be directed to the training of ground operations.
combat personnel in such specific pro- (9) Support requirements. Primary sup-
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port requirements influencing the em- tions. This is accomplished through
ployment of Army aviation are POL, the appropriate air traffic control
ammunition, and aircraft/avionics facility or through the unit command
maintenance. net in accordance with established

(a) POL. Aircraft fuels are consumed SOP.
in relatively large quantities. POL (12) Coordination of effort. Aviation units
items require special handling, and and aircraft must be employed in a
refueling facilities should be readily manner to prevent overlapping re-
available. sponsibilities of similar agencies.

(b) Ammunition. The ammunition car- Duplication of effort by the U.S.
ried by Army aircraft may be ex- Army and U.S. Air Force may occur
pended rapidly. This makes it neces- during missions involving observation
sary to locate resupply facilities or surveillance, fire adjustment, and
near the area of operations or a reconnaissance; however, such dupli-
time penalty will exist while air- cation should be complementary.
craft go to a more distant area forcraft go to a more distant area for (13) Dispersion. Under nuclear warfare

~replenishment. ~conditions, Army aviation units
(c) Aircraft/avionics maintenance. To should be located in dispersed areasshould be located in dispersed areasassure continuing availability oftoon

aircraft, close coordination is re-should- be maintained when
quired between the commanders
concerned; i.e., the land force com- possible. This dispersion may result in
maconder and the supporting mainte- increased maintenance time, addi-mander and the supporting mainte-

nance unit commander. Sound tional ground security requirements,
maintenance planning based on op- additional communications facilities
erational requirements will cono- for dispersed aviation elements, and a
tribute to success. Time must be slower reaction time. However, proper
made available for routine required planning can minimize the disadvan-
inspections and repair. Proper tages caused by dispersion.
scheduling of aircraft is mandatory 13. Employment of Fixed and Rotary
to prevent maintenance overload Wing Aircraft
and reduce aircraft availability.
For any large operation, personnel a. Army aircraft may be classed as observa-
and aircraft from maintenance sup- tion, utility, or cargo types. Appendix B shows
port units must be allocated for air- the basic characteristics of all types of Army
craft recovery and repair. aircraft. These characteristics should be con-

(10) Security restrictions. Aircraft employ- sidered by the land force commander in plan-
ment may be influenced by security ning operations which involve Army aviation
restrictions imposed by the com- support.
mander (e.g., radio silence for a given (1) Observation. Observation aircraft are
period of time prior to an operation, used to conduct visual, photographic,
or a limited number of flights in a or electronic observation, and for the
given area). adjustment of fires or aerial wire lay-

(11) Control. Aircraft control is accom- ing. Observation aircraft also can be
plished through use of an efficient used for command and control, liaison,
communications system which permits reconnaissance, surveillance, and a
commanders to issue instructions to limited amount of resupply, evacua-
elements scheduled for or participat- tion, and aerial fire support.
ing in aircraft operations. Army air- (2) Utility. Utility aircraft are used for
craft are given warning prior to em- missions such as cargo and passenger
ployment of a friendly nuclear transport, patient movement, unit
weapon within their area of opera- tactical transport, command and con-
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trol, and dissemination of material ground force. The concept of using the heli-
during psycholgical operations. Armed copter in a supplemental fire support role
utility aircraft can be used to escort visualizes its employment to supplement and
troop carrying helicopters and to pro- extend the firepower available to the com-
vide supplemental aerial fire support. mander from ground-based weapons and close

(3) Cargo. Cargo aircraft are used for air support. Allso, armed helicopters possess
airmobile operations and transport the capability to deliver effective, suppressive
of troops, equipment, and supplies fire in objective areas at a critical time during
within the battle area. They may also airmobile operations. Employment concepts
be used for such specialized missions (FM 1-110) envision armed helicopters per-
as refueling tankers and evacuation of forming a variety of roles to include-
patients, prisoners, or damaged equip- (1) Escort.
ment. Cargo aircraft possessing a ver- (2) Reconnaissance.
tical takeoff and landing capability (3) Security.
can transport surface vehicles and (4) Screening missions.
other heavy equipment for short dis- (5) Deception.
tances over natural or manmade ob- (6) Suppressive fire.
stacles. (7) Delaying actions.

b. The armed helicopter contributes greatly (8) Raids.
to mission accomplishment through its ability (9) Patrol actions.
to operate in the same environment as the (10) Antitank operations.
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CHAPTER 4

ARMY AVIATION COMMAND, CONTROL, AND COORDINATION

14. General ported commander of burdensome responsibili-
ties for command and service support and

The senior Army aviator at each echelon in ties for command and service support and
allows the supporting aviation commander

the field army normally is designated as the
thrfel armytion norma. is designathe ao flexibility in the accomplishment of mission-

Army aviation officer. He may be the com-
mander of an aviation unit and as such is a related tasks. The governing consideration
special staff officer for Army aviation matters

degree of control necessary to accomplish the
on the staff of the force commander.

overall mission. Regardless of the status, mis-
15. Command Relationships sion, or relationship assigned to an aviation

unit, the aviation commander has the authority
a. When Army aviation is assigned or at- inherent in his command position to issue

tached to a force, the aviation unit commander orders to subordinate elements of his command
normally will be both a subordinate commander as necessary for the accomplishment of his
and a staff officer of the force commander. assigned tasks.assigned tasks.
When Army aviation is neither assigned nor
attached to a force, but supports the force, the d. Methods of employment which prescribe a
Army aviation unit commander's relationship particular status, mission, or relationship
to the force commander is that of an advisor, should not be combined. Since each has a sepa-
as well as that of an independent commander rate purpose and meaning, it is improper to
obliged by his mission to render effective avia- state "attached for operational control" or "at-
tion support. In either case, close coordination tached in direct support" of a unit or com-
and liaison between commanders is essential mand. When an aviation unit is attached to an-
for accomplishment of both their missions. other unit or command, the commander

b. It is essential that there be complete receiving the unit can delegate a lesser degreeb. It is essential that there be complete of control of the attached unit to subordinate
understanding of the nature of control that the of control of the attached unit to subordinate
supported unit commander exercises over the
Army aviation units supporting an operation. mander being supported by an aviation unit or
Aviation units or elements may be employed as element can assume no greater degree of con-
an organic part of a force, as an attachment trol than that provided under the status, mis-
to a force, as a unit under operational control sion, or relationship designated in the orders.
of a force commander, or as a unit performing The support requirements can be terminated
one of the missions of direct support, general only by the headquarters which assigned the
support, or reinforcing. These methods of em- support function.
ploying aviation provide a wide range of selec- 16. Responsibilities of the Supported
tion in the degree of control and responsibili- Commander
ties of the supported as well as supporting
commander. When an aviation unit is attached to another

c. In most instances, aviation support can be unit, combat service support for the aviation
adequately and effectively provided through unit is furnished through the headquarters to
the assignment of one of the three standard which it is attached. However, the ability of
missions, direct support, general support, or the gaining unit to furnish the required sup-
reinforcing. These methods relieve the sup- port may impose a need to qualify this method
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of employment by delineating specific areas of monly used classes of supply; i.e., classes I,
responsibility to be retained by each com- III, and V.
mander concerned; i.e., operations, training, b. Operational Control. Operational control
and service support. Although the commander is a relationship which transfers certain func-
of the unit occupying the airfield is respon- tions of command to a specific commander or
sible for the local security for the airfield and headquarters. It provides the supported unit
unit position, the supported ground force com- commander authority to assign tasks and ob-
mander normally provides a perimeter defense jectives and to exercise as much direct author-
or a security force for the position. The se- ity as is necessary to accomplish the mission.
curity force may include one or more Redeye The commander exercising operational control
teams or other antiaircraft weapons to in- may tailor, group, and position forces under
crease the air defense capability of the aviation his authority as required. Operational control
unit if such teams or weapons are not organic. does not include responsibility for service sup-
See appendixes E and F for employment of port, military justice, and unit training except
nonair defense weapons and Redeye teams when a subordinate command requires such as-
against hostile aircraft. sistance in order to accomplish its mission.

17. Command Relationships and Missions c. Direct Support. An aviation unit assigned
the mission of direct support answers directly

Support requirements to be implemented by theato the supported unit's requests for assistance.an aviation unit are indicated by the assign- The method of employment provides for a di-ment of a status, relationship, or mission. The
nsin- rect mission request channel between units.

enormal requiacrerments and responsibilities The supported unit commander specifies re-herent to each are reflected in table I. quirements, and the supporting aviation unit
a. Attachment. Attachment is a temporary commander determines how requirements are

command, not a tactical mission. An aviation to be fulfilled. The direct support aviation unit
unit may be separated from its parent corn- commander positions his unit and coordinates
mand and attached to another unit or corn- its activities with those of the supported com-
mand. The commander of the organization mander as necessary to accomplish his mission.
receiving the attachment will exercise the same However, he remains under the command of his
degree of command and control over the at- parent headquarters and retains certain pre-
tached unit as he does over units and persons rogatives in the conduct of support requested
organic to his command. An exception is the by the supported unit. The aviation commander
responsibility relating to the transfer and pro- has final authority on the technical aviation
motion of personnel which is retained by the aspects of the support operation; i.e., aircraft
command to which the unit is assigned. At- capabilities, weather contingencies, and suita-
tachment imposes full responsibility for the bility of flight routes and landing areas as they
adequacy of the unit's plans, operations, train- pertain to technical characteristics of the air-
ing, and service support. Because of the in- craft. These prerogatives do not extend to a
creased burden imposed by these functions, denial of support when the supported com-
attachment of aviation units normally will be mander's utilization of this resource is in ques-
made only when the situation dictates. Opera- tion. Preparation of aviation plans and orders
tions of long duration and operations from associated with the support mission and estab-
areas a great distance from base facilities lishment of liaison with the supported unit are
might require attachment. In cases where at- responsibilities of the supporting aviation unit
tachment is necessary for short durations, but commander. Service support remains the re-
relief of all or a part of the gaining com- sponsibility of the parent unit.
mander's planning and service support require- d. General Support. An aviation unit as-
ment is desired, attachment may be made at a signed the mission of general support furnishes
time and date following the planning phase to aviation support to a force as a whole. Control
last for the duration of the operation only, and priorities for support are retained by the
limiting service support requirements to com- parent unit or a higher headquarters. The sup-
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porting unit commander prepares his own mand of its parent organization, but its flight
plans and orders and establishes liaison with missions are planned and controlled by the re-
supported units. The authority and respon- inforced unit. A. direct communications chan-
sibility of commanders are the same as that nel is established between the reinforcing and
prescribed for direct support. the reinforced units, and the reinforced unit

e. Reinforcing. An aviation unit assigned the calls directly upon the reinforcing unit for as-
mission of reinforcing augments the aviation sistance. The authority and responsibility of
support capabilities of another aviation unit. commanders are the same as that prescribed
The reinforcing unit remains under the com- for direct support.
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CHAPTER 5
COMMUNICATIONS

Section I. GENERAL

18. Areas of Responsibility nel down to and including lift company
section leaders. Additional radios are provideda. The aviation unit commander is respon-e aon uniati c ne i n for command posts, air traffic control, crashsible for communications within the unit and
rescue, and other uses.for the unit communications to higher head- rescue, and other uses.b. Radio equipment issued to the aviationquarters and supported units. All subordinate . iunit includes portable and vehicular radio setscommanders of the unit are responsible for the t includ(not including those organic to the aircraft).communications systems within their subunits. Portable sets can be carried and operated by

b. A properly established communications one man; they can also be carried in aircraft
system provides the commander with parallel to maintain radio contact while aircraft are
means of communications that will assure him shut down. Since vehicular sets normally are
the capability to control the actions of his unit; operated from vehicular power sources, their
to receive and transmit orders and informa- use is limited to situations and terrain where
tion; to maintain contact with higher, lower vehicles can be utilized.
attached, supporting, and adjacent units; and c. By using the remote control equipment, a
to coordinate combat service support matters. radio operator may be located at a distance

c. Establishing and maintaining communica- from.the set he operates. Other remote control
tions between units is governed by the follow- units may connect a radio set to a switchboard,
ing rules: thus making the radio available to commanders

(1) The superior unit is responsible for and staff officers through their telephones. Re-
establishing and maintaining com- mote control facilities are used extensively, and
munications with subordinate (includ- normally are established to provide communica-
ing attached) units and units under tions for the battalion command post.
operational control. 20. Radio Communications

(2) A unit supporting another is respon- a. The primary means of communications for
sible for establishing and maintain- Army aviation units is radio. Amplitude modu-
ing communications with supported lated (AM) and frequency modulated (FM)
units. radios are used extensively for daily opera-

(3) Although one unit is specifically tions.
charged with establishing communica- b. Amplitude Modulated Radios. Equipment
tions with another unit, if the com- operating in the ultra high frequency (UHF)

band is used primarily for air-ground commu-munications capability is lost, alluni ct ty nications with flight operations centers, airfield
units affected try to reestablish it control towers, and other air traffic regulation
immediately. communications facilities. Also, it may be used

19. Means of Signal Communications as a primary air-to-air communications link
with other service component aircraft and

a. Radios (FM, UHF, and VHF) are avail- as a secondary air-to-air communications link
able in all aircraft, and ground radios have between Army aircraft. UHF hand-held sets
been provided all commanders and key person- such as the AN/URC-10 emergency radio are
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used for air-ground communications between tions systems. Priority for establishing wire
search and rescue aircraft and downed avia- lines of communications will be determined by
tors. the unit communications officer.

c. Frequency Modulated Radios. FM radios 22. Messenger Communications
provide the primary means of air-ground com-
munications between the supporting aviation a. Ground messenger service is used ex-
unit and the supported ground unit. Radios tensively in or near an Amy aviation bat-
such as the AN/ARC-54 radio are organic to talion base; however, organic aircraft are em-
the aviation unit. This radio will net with 800 ployed for rapid delivery of maps and
of the 920 channels of the AN/VRG-12 family documents, and to rapidly gather subordinate
of radios. commanders and key personnel for the dis-

semination of important, bulky, or classified
(1) FM radio equipment is subject to line- information.

of-sight limitations, causing reception
distances to decrease as the equipment b. When locations are fixed and the amount
is operated closer to the ground. By of traffic warrants, a scheduled ground or air
increasing altitude, radio operational messenger service is established.
range can be increased. Increasing
the range beyond that necessary will
result in the possibility of enemy a. Improvised signalling using flashlights to
electronic countermeasures and inter- send prearranged messages can be of primary
ference with other friendly radio traf- importance to aircraft in formation at night.
fic on the same frequency. By prescribing their use in the signal opera-

tion instructions (SOI), certain flashlight sig-
(2) Any tactical FM radio can be used

by Army aircraft as a signal source nals can be used to transmit messages duringby Army aircraft as a signal source
on which to orient an FM homing de- radio silence or after radio failure.
vice. Use of this device enables the b. Pyrotechnics, including smoke, are issued
pilot to fly to the location of the in various colors and types. The meanings of
transmitting station. Stations can be certain signals are given in the SOI. Signals
located at any desired point. are included for identifying units as friendly,

d. High Frequency-Single Side Band (HF- marking landing zones, lifting or calling for
SSB). Selected Army aircraft may be equipped fires by the aerial weapons company, marking

targets, and identifying the location of downed
with HF-SSB radios. These radios provide aircraft to include specifying the need for

nonline-of-sight short and long range commu-nonline-of-sight short and long range commu- medical attention. Pyrotechnic devices also may
nications. Limitations of this equipment are its

be used to light landing zones for night opera-weight, size, complex antenna, and the hazard tg
of high voltages on the antennas.

c. Two general types of panels are issued for
21. Wire Communications communications with the aircraft-marking

Wire is the second most important means and identification panels which are made in
of communication used by Army aviation units. bright fluorescent colors, and black and white
Generally, it is installed within the aviation panels which are used on light and dark back-
unit area, and between the aviation unit and grounds respectively. The marking and identi-
the supported unit if distance permits. The de- fication panels may be used to mark positions
cision to establish wire communications de- and to identify friendly units, as well as to
pends on the unit mission and the time avail- mark landing zones. The black and white panels
able for wire installation and use. The supply are used in accordance with a combined panel
of wire on hand, the expected resupply, and fu- system and panel recognition code in the SOI
ture needs also are considered. Helicopter com- to transmit brief messages or to identify par-
panies have necessary TOE equipment to in- ticular units.
stall and maintain internal wire communica- d. Aircraft maneuvers, such as "porpoising,"
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or rocking about the longitudinal axis of the 24. Sound Communications
aircraft, may be used for limited air-to-air and Sound signals and their meanings are pre-air-to-ground visual communications. Prear- scribed in the SOI or are assigned by com-
ranged signals among aircraft or from the manders. Rapid and continuous percussion
aircraft to the ground (used primarily in sounds made with the standard gas alarm or
emergencies or for aircraft identification to improvised devices (iron rails and empty shell
radar operators) should be specified in the SOI cases) normally are used to warn of CBR at-
or battalion SOP. tacks.

Section II. PLANNING AND SECURITY

25. Communications Planning -items, cryptographic material, and classified
signal equipment. Extracts, not completeCommunications planning encompasses all signal equipment. Extracts, not completeSOI's, normally are carried forward of brigadestaff actions taken by the division signal officer SO's, normally are carried forward of brigade
or between bases of operation. The commanderin preparation for projected operations. For establishes communications security measuresdetails on communications planning, see FM6details on conmunications planning, see FM by stating general principles in the unit SOP24-16 and FM 101-5. and by announcing, before an operation, any

26. Communications Security variation to normal security practices. De-

Special attention is given to the safeguard- tailed information concerning communications
ing of standing signal instructions (SSI), SOI security is contained in FM 32-5.
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CHAPTER 6
AERIAL OBSERVATION AND SURVEILLANCE OPERATIONS

Section I. AERIAL OBSERVATION

27. Aerial Observation support weapons. Detailed discussion of proce-
dures employed in adjustment of artillery, mor-

Aerial obsertal ob s ervation may be defined as mis-40 tar, and naval fire can be found in FM 6-40sions undertaken to support operations by use and FM 6-135. These procedures funda-
of aerial platforms or vehicles using visual, mentally include establishment of guntarget
optical, photographic, and electronic means to

obtain. inf o line, target offset, location of bursts, communi-
obtain information of military value, normally caring fire adjustments, and proper flight tech-
pertaining to the strength, disposition, activity, .
and terrain occupied by an enemy or potential
enemy. 31. Preflight Planning

28. Tactical Application a. Unit Aviation Officer. As a special staff
my avia- member, the unit aviation officer's thorough

knowledge of the tactical situation and of the
tion observation is that of bridging the gap commander's decisions aids in advanced plan-
between slow, detailed, close-in ground obser- ning for observtion missions. His plnning isning for observation missions. His planning is
vation and rapid long-range Air Force observa- further coordinated with S2 (G2), S3 (G3)
tion. Army aviation observation augments*thes. And supplementsat obserataion bygmenc and the supporting artillery. With the assist-these and supplements data obtained by elec-

tronic observation devices. The commander is ance of his operations officer, he then fits his
plan for aerial observation into the overall ob-

given a broader view of his operational area,
servation plan of the unit. He assures the ade-but a view which is superior in detail to that quacy of pilot and observer briefings on eachafforded by faster aircraft. mission to cover:mission to cover:

29. Aerial Observation Capabilities (1) Tactical situation.
(2) General plan of observation and the

Observation from Army aircraft includes (2) General observation and theaerial observation plan.
surveillance, conduct of fire, reconnaissance,
column control, camouflage inspection, survey (3) The specific mission to be performed,
operations, and the collection of intelligence in- including areas, activities, and rela-
formation. It generally is satisfactory for nor- tive priorities.
mal observation requirements of a division, and (4) Method and time of reporting.
for adjustment of divisional organic and at- (5) Signal communication instructions,
tached artillery fires. However, adjustment of including radio frequencies, call signs,
fire, target evaluation, and damage assessment codes, and restrictions (if any).
of long range weapons may require supplemen- (6) Special security regulations, includ-
tation by high performance aircraft. ing limitations on flight paths, alti-

tudes, crossing of front lines, and the
30. Aerial Adjustment of Fire use of maps, documents, or codes.
Observation capabilities of Army aviation (7) Flying safety precautions, including

provide both mobile and relatively fixed ob- known enemy air activity, enemy and
servation posts for effective adjustment of fire friendly ground antiaircraft installa-
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tions, anticipated friendly fire of sion requirements, to make wise use of any and
proximity fuzed or atomic projectiles, all natural means to conceal mission purpose
and, if appropriate, special survival and aircraft, to record observed data for
procedures in case of forced landing. proper use, and to report information ac-

b. Pilot and Observer. Following the brief- curately.
ing, pilot and observer jointly plan mission de- a. Flight Path and Altitude. Flight path and
tails including: altitude are either prescribed by the unit avia-

(1) Evaluation of terrain to be covered. tion officer, when these are essential elements
of mission success, or selected by the observer(2) Map or chart preparation for conveni-
team on the basis of best observing position,

ent use during flghtplan, coveinsafety, and concealment of mission objectives.
(3) Detailed flight plan, covering time, b. Recording Data. Recording observationflight path, routes, altitudes, and
other data. data consists essentially of marking locations

on the appropriate map, with brief marginal
(4) Checklist of all items included in the notes indicating time of observation, activity

mission briefing. seen, and its potential nature.
(5) Check of aircraft, equipment, and sup- c. Reporting Information. As decided during

plies for the mission (maps, codes, the mission briefing, observational data may be
field glasses, radio, camera, film, etc). reported immediately, at intervals, or at the

conclusion of the mission. Following the mis-
sion, the observer reports to the S2, the unit

The pilot-observer team is trained to recog- aviation officer, or the debriefing officer for oral
nize potentially reliable evidence of enemy ac- interrogation. He reports observed facts,
tivity, to adjust flight path and altitude to mis- strength estimates, and negative results.

Section II. AERIAL SURVEILLANCE

33. Aerial Surveillance is conducted to detect military activities in
areas that are suspected or known to be active.

Aerial surveillance is the systematic obser-
vation of survecifilnc airsurtheo systm bse- Specific search usually is employed for pointvation of specific air, surface, or subsurface targets and for specific information.areas by visual, electronic, photographic, and

other means employing an aerial platform to c. Route. Observation of roads, railroads,
provide timely intelligence information for and waterways may be conducted to determine
supported tactical ground commanders. the condition of the route or the amount of

traffic it handles. It is performed on a point-
34. Types of Reconnaissance/ to-point or town-to-town basis over selected

Surveillance Missions routes which may pass through several search

a. Area Search. Area search normally is con- areas.
ducted for the purpose of covering an area
that has not been under observation before,
monitoring any movement within an area, or Aerial visual operations are accomplished by
detecting any military activities that have pre- employing direct aerial observation techniques
viously remained undetected. The limits of the to obtain and report information of military
area to be searched are designated in the mis- value. These techniques are divided into four
sion request, but the aircraft crew must plan areas: visual search, target recognition, geo-
the pattern to be flown to insure complete cov- graphical orientation, and general target, lo-
erage. Search areas may vary in size from one cation.
or two square miles to the entire division area a. The purpose of visual search is to detect
of interest. targets. It is influenced by the altitude of ob-

b. Specific Search. Specific search normally servation, speed of the observation aircraft,
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terrain conditions, and limitations of the hu- 37. Aerial Radar Missions (SLAR)
man eye. a. The aerial radar section is employed to

b. Target recognition or identification of extend the range and flexibility of the com-
sighted targets assists ccmm:.nders, and espe- mander's reconnaissance and surveillance
cially their intelligence officers, in associating effort. Equipped with both radar and photo-
items cf equipment with specific types of graphic sensors, the section normally is em-
enemy units. For example, if an aerial ob- ployed to provide surveillance of routes, zones,
server reports an indirect fire weapon as a or areas where enemy movement is suspected,
mortar, but does not indicate the size, then the and to acquire targets therein.
usefulness of the information is restricted. If b. The side-looking airborne radar (SLAR)
the observer had identified the weapon as a is particularly valuable during inclement
heavy mortar, it would have provided more weather when black and white photography
validity in estimating the size or type unit. and infrared imagery quality are greatly re-

c. Geographical orientation and target loca- duced. The side-looking feature of the SLAR
tion complement each other. Geographical ori- permits the use of the aircraft to look deep
entation is the ability of an aircraft team to into enemy territory while still flying over
know its position relative to any geographic friendly terrain. The medium range observa-
reference including tactical maps, charts, air- tion aircraft may be employed over enemy ter-
photos, or preselected terrain feature(s). Tar- rain when the enemy air defense capability is
get location is the transdisposition of a sighted such that employment is possible.
target on the ground to a geographical repre-rcraft of the aerial radar section
sentation of the terrain, such as a map or. contain navigation systems that permit mission

accomplishment during periods of marginal
d. Once the target or enemy activity has weather. Ceiling and visibility criteria must be

been detected, identified, and located, it must established. Operations -during instrument
then be reported to the person or agency re- weather conditions (day and night) require an
questing the mission. The crew makes immedi- instrumented airfield with terminal flight fa-
ate reports to the supported requesting agency cilities to include ground controlled approach
and/or to the G2 section, if deemed appropri- radar.
ate. If an immediate report is not required
while the aircraft is in the air, the debriefing 38. Aerial Infrared Mission
officer forwards a mission report through in- a. The aerial infrared section is employed to
telligence channels to the unit(s) concerned. provide air-to-ground infrared coverage of

e. The trained aerial observer is perhaps the routes, zones, or areas within enemy territory,
most important target acquisition means of the and to acquire targets within.
aerial surveillance unit. For detailed informa- b. The aerial infrared section may be em-
tion on aerial observation techniques, see FM ployed on day or night aerial target acquisition
1-80. missions; the procedures and techniques util-

36. Photographic Missions ized are determined by the type of mission.

The aircraft of the surveillance unit may be c. When flying within enemy territory, max-
equipped with several different types of camera imum use should be made of all known tech-
systems. Selection of the appropriate camera niques to reduce the enemy's capability to
system and camera angle for the type target detect or engage the aircraft. Some of the infra-
information required and the direction of ap- red sensors are particularly effective at night
proach available must be accomplished during (in fair weather) when the aircraft is partially
the flight planning. Night photography is concealed from visual observation.
limited to vertical pictures. In addition to spe- d. The aerial infrared system is not an all-
cific photographic missions, photographs of weather system. For best results with the in-
targets sighted while performing SLAR or in- frared detectors, aircraft are required to fly
frared missions frequently are taken. below cloud levels in the target area.
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39. Operational Concepts aerial vehicle launch and recovery
areas.

a. Operational concepts delineate the re-.
sponsibilities of personnel and units involved in b. The commander of the aerial surveillance
the planning and execution of aerial surveil- unit will be responsible for detailed mission
lance missions. The commanders and staffs of planning and execution. Operational considera-
supported and supporting units, including the tions are-
G2, G2 Air, photo processing and reproduction (1) Size and location of the area of cov-
units, image interpreters, and aerial surveil- erage.
lance units commanders, are involved. The fol- (2) Enemy defenses affecting the success-
lowing are some of the items which must be ful accomplishment of the mission.
considered: (3) Weather.

(1) Determination of requirements for (4) Sensor capability and the range of
aerial surveillance to support assigned aerial platforms.
and contemplated missions of the unit. (5) Number of aerial platforms available.

(2) Determination of priorities and plan- c. Based on these considerations, the com-
ning for employment of organic and mander conducts detailed planning to include
supporting aerial surveillance effort. determination of the number of sorties re-

(3) Preparation and processing of re- quired to complete the mission, direction of
quests for aerial surveillance support. flight, altitude, and the amount of film re-

(4) Supervision and operation of image quired. He will coordinate flights with the ap-
processing, reproduction, interpreta- propriate air traffic control agency prior to the
tion, and distribution facilities. conduct of the flight.

(5) Dissemination of intelligence result- d. If the mission is visual surveillance, the
ing from aerial surveillance missions .ing from aerial surveillance missions. observer can report during the flight. If the

(6) Characteristics of the area of cover- mission requires permanent record imagery,
age. the imagery is delivered to the supporting re-

(7) Enemy defenses which will affect ac- production unit.
complishment of the missions.

e. The reproduction unit will process the
(8) Weather. record and turn it over to the interpreters.
(9) Capabilities, limitations, and avail- Some preliminary interpretation frequently

ability of sensors and aerial plat- will be accomplished at the reproduction facil-
forms. ity for immediate exploitation. However, both

(10) Coordination with Tactical Air Force immediate and detailed interpretation normally
Flight Operations Centers and will be accomplished at the image interpreta-
friendly air defense units. tion facility. Imagery interpretation reports

(11) Location of airstrips and unmanned will be provided directly to the requestor.
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CHAPTER 7
AIRLIFT OF PERSONNEL AND MATERIEL

40. Introduction savings of time, men, and materiel as
compared to use of other means of

a. General. The airlift of personnel and ma-
transportation.teriel (equipment and supplies) within the

combat zone is a major function of Army avia- 41. Airlift of Personnel
tion. It includes the movement of units to ex-
ecute airmobile operations, the movement of a. Staff Procedures. The unit requesting air-
reserves, the shifting and relocation of units lift of personnel is responsible for planning the
and individuals within the combat zone, and movement and the necessary coordination with
air movement of equipment and supplies. higher, lower, and adjacent units. The unit

aviation officer or the supporting aviation unit
b. Requirements. Requirements for the air- liaison officer assist in planning the movement.

lift of personnel and materiel by Army air- A liaison officer from the aviation unit should
craft are generated by- coordinate pickup zone activities when a mul-

(1) The need for attaining tactical ad- tiple lift is made from a single pickup zone.
vantage. Aircraft for airlift of personnel normally are

(2) The need for speed and flexibility. assigned on a mission basis with aviation unit
(3) The need for dispersion of units on integrity maintained as much as practicable.

the nuclear battlefield. Aviation unit planning to support the mission
(4) The presence of inadequate surface should be based on the plans of the supported

routes of communications due to en- unit. SOP for air movement of troops should
emiry action, terrain obstacles, rapid be developed at all levels by aviation units as
advance of friendly forces, or the iso- well as supported units. Of particular impor-
lation of friendly forces. tance in advance planning is the establishment

of potential requirements for cargo nets, slings,
(5) The need for reinforcement of threat and tiedown devices to secure external or in-

ternal loads. The requirement for these items
c. Basic Factors. Basic factors for use of air must be forecast on a long range basis, and

transportation are- adequate stockage must be maintained by sup-
(1) Availability of aircraft of suitable port organizations for immediate availability

speed, range, and payload (app B). to using units.
(2) Facilities and terrain characteristics b. Methods. Methods by which airlifted per-

at rear airfields, intermediate landing sonnel can be delivered into objective areas in-
points, and terminal landing areas. clude-

(3) Weather and visibility conditions. (1) Air landed. Personnel moved by air
(4) Ability to maintain control of air can disembark after the aircraft has

routes of communication. landed.
(2) Airdrop. Personnel can parachute

(5) Availability of trained personnel to (2) Airdrop. Personnel (an parachute
from aircraft in flight (see d below).

load, unload, and operate aircraft. (3) Rapelling. Trained troops can use
(6) Time available. ropes or ladders to descend from hov-
(7) Enemy air defense capability. ering helicopters unable to land be-
(8) Availability, adequacy, and relative cause of terrain obstacles.
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c. Airmobile Operations. An airmobile op- (3) Pickup and delivery points.
eration is one in which combat forces and their (4) Refueling when long distances are in-
equipment are moved about the battlefield in volved, or when limited fuel is car-
aircraft under the control of a ground force ried to increase payloads.
commander to engage in ground combat. FM (5) Communications with and identifica-
57-35 contains a detailed discussion of air- tion of units which are to receive sup-
mobile operations. plies.

d. Airborne Operations. Airborne operations (6) Methods of delivery (b below).
involve the movement and delivery by air of (7) Establishment of landing or drop
combat and combat support elements into an zones
objective area for execution of a tactical or (8) Plans for use of unit pathfinders atstrategic mission. Troops participating in air-
borne operations are air landed or air dropped
into the airhead by U. S. Air Force elements. b. Methods of Delivery. Methods by which
Army aircraft organic to airborne elements are airlifted materiel can be delivered to using
air transported into the airhead by Air Force units by Army aircraft include-
aircraft or are flown in by Army aircraft when (1) Air landed. Materiel moved by air is
the distance permits (FM 1-110 and TM 57- unloaded after the aircraft has
210). landed. During the airlift, this mate-

riel may be carried internally or ex-
42. Airlift of Materiel ternally by fixed wing or rotary wing

a. Staff Procedures. Requests for aerial de- aircraft.
livery of materiel will be sent through normal (2) Airdrop. Materiel can be delivered
channels. The decision to use Army aircraft for from Army aircraft in flight by-
this type of mission will be made by the echelon (a) Free dropping, without the use of
possessing the airlift capability (normally di- parachutes.
vision or higher). Normal staff procedures are (b) Use of cargo parachutes.
followed. Coordination and planning are ac- c. Airmobile Operations. In airmobile opera-
complished at the level possessing supplies and tions, the operations plan will include the re-
aircraft to accomplish the mission. Logistical quirement for delivery of equipment and sup-
aviation units normally are assigned the mis- plies. The supported unit will prepare and load
sion, or aircraft of the division may be allo- its own equipment and supplies. Loading of
cated on a daily basis to S4/G4 for logistical the aircraft will be accomplished under the
support. A limited number of aviation units are supervision of the aircraft commander.
authorized cargo slings and nets. Additional
slings or nets will be required for sustained or d. Airborne Operations. Delivery of materiel
large scale, cargo sling operations. When this to the airhead will be accomplished by U. S.
requirement exists, additional slings or nets Air Force elements until those elements are
should be obtained through supply channels withdrawn from the operation. Supplies and
and issued to the organization responsible for equipment airlifted within the airhead may be
preparing the cargo for movement. The air- transported by organic Army aviation.
craft commander will supervise the loading of
supplies and equipment. For details covering S eurity and Area Damage Control
these procedures, see FM 1-105 and FM 10-8,
and TM 10-500-6, TM 55-450-8, and TM 55- a. Staff Procedures. Rear area security
450-9. Planning for this type of movement forces and area damage control parties nor-
will include- mally are controlled by the operations center

(1) Delivery priorities to allow for differ- of the support command or the director of se-
ing load capabilities of specific air- curity of the logistical command. Army avia-
craft (see app B) and for weather tion for the support of this force normally will
conditions. be allocated by the G3 or director of plans and

(2) Flight routes. operations as a secondary mission to be per-
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formed on an on call basis. It may be necessary (c) Have adequate firepower to achieve
to give the supported force operational control superiority over expected hostile
of certain aviation elements over extended pe- forces. Helicopters can be used to
riods. The air cavalry troop is well suited to provide suppressive fires and to
participate in rear area security missions as a transport additional firepower
part of the armored cavalry squadron or other means.
larger units. An aviation liaison officer from (d) Have adequate and efficient commu-
the supporting unit should assist in planning nications. Army aviation's capabil-
for these missions. Detailed planning and de- ity to provide radio relay stations,
centralized execution are required. A specific transport communications facilities
aviation unit should be given the mission of to inaccessible areas, lay wire, drop
supporting rear area security operations (see and pick up messages, and carry
FM 31-16). messengers and couriers increases

b. Coordination. Necessary coordination the communications capacity of the
must be accomplished with- supported force.

(1) The supported units. (2) Effective area damage control parties
(2) Higher, lower, and adjacent units. must-
(!3) Army air traffic regulations system (a) Be capable of assuming control at

(AATRS) elements. the site of a major incident under
(4) Air defense elements. a variety of conditions and making

c. Planning Factors. Planning should in- a rapid assessment of the situation.
dlude consideration of- The capability of Army aviation to

(1) Pickup points for security or control provide aerial observation posts en-
parties. ables observers to survey damaged

(2) Evacuation procedures. areas and perform aerial survey
(3) Communications. and monitoring of contaminated
(4) Support of forces to include ammuni- areas. Its capability to patrol the

tion, POL, and maintenance. area by air, transport control per-
(5) Acceptable nuclear radiation dosages. sonnel into the area, and augment

d. Requirements and Capabilities. communications will greatly en-
(1) Effective rear area security forces hance the capability of the damage

must- control party.
(a) Have a high degree of mobility. (b) Be capable of rapid expansion by

Army aviation can provide the re- augmentation from varied sources.
quired mobility to rear area secu- The rapid transport capability of
rity forces. Army aviation may be employed to

(b) Have flexibility in organization to
permit tactical tailoring to support bring in additional elements.
a wide variety of security missions. (c) Be mobile. Army aviation can pro-
Army aviation is capable of sup- vide mobility to the damage control
porting a wide variety of missions. parties as required.
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CHAPTER 8

AERIAL FIRE SUPPORT

44. General plan. The nature of his integrated tasks re-
Armed Army helicopters provide a means of quires boldness and aggressiveness in the ex-

supplementing and extending the fire support ecution of his plan.
capabilities available to the ground com- a. Surprise. Surprise is achieved by using
mander. They are not intended- to substitute the speed and maneuverability of the helicopter
for ground-based fire or close air support. They in crossing terrain obstacles to strike the en-
can be used to support ground operations by emy at an unexpected time and from an un-
performing reconnaissance by fire missions, by expected direction. It is augmented by well-
attacking enemy forces during airmobile or executed aerial movements at low level, when
security operations, and by attacking station- necessary, using available cover and conceal-
ary or moving targets during actual fire sup- ment and with all speed, aggressiveness, and
port missions. Defensive fires can be delivered deception possible.
from armed helicopters for self-protection, for b. Fire and Maneuver. Combining fire and
protection of ground convoys or troop-carrying maneuver as a single entity, armed helicopters
helicopters endangered by hostile ground fires, engage the enemy with a persistence that both
and for suppression of enemy forces opposing distracts his aims and undermines his confi-
landings by troop-carrying helicopters partici- dence. Armed helicopters using a continuous
pating in airmobile operations. Armed helicop- harass-and-exploit technique can have a dam-
ters are capable of delivering both area fire aging psychological effect on the enemy and
and point fire. Area fire is utilized in suppres- may prove as destructive to his morale as the
sion or neutralization of known or suspected loss of men and equipment from helicopter
hostile positions. Point target fire is directed fire. Such engagements employ two common
against specific, identified points with the in- features of warfare-a base of fire and a ma-
tent to destroy the target. FM 1-110 contains neuvering force. The base of fire is the element
a detailed discussion of armed helicopter em- that will restrict the enemy's ability to maneu-
ployment. ver during the engagement while attempting to

destroy him. The maneuvering force is the
45. Fundamentals of Employment element that will, in fact, attack and destroy

Armed helicopter units support infantry, him by fire. Target characteristics and standoff
armored, mechanized, and airborne infantry distance necessary to avoid effective counter-
units by responsive delivery of aerial firepower fire will determine the type armament needed
where it is needed. Command relationships by each of these helicopter elements for a given
must be established prior to committing the engagement. Their roles may be interchanged
armed helicopter force. The commander of an when the maneuvering force completes its task
armed helicopter unit, understanding the tac-s the new base of fire while the old
tics and employment of each type ground unit fire element becomes the new maneuvering
and familiar with the plan of action of the force.
ground force, recommends the best utilization c. Mobility. The rapidity of armed helicopter
of his unit in support of this plan. Based on unit movement over obstacles, the maneuver
the final decision of the ground force com- of their firepower into position to destroy the
mander, he then executes his portion of the enemy, the rapid concentration and prompt
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dispersal of fire elements, and the ease of con- periors well informed and be able to modify
vergence on a single objective from several his plans to contribute to the success of the
directions permit the employment of concen- overall mission. M[ission-type orders best per-
trated firepower in the objective area concur- mit flexible response to changing conditions
rent with the maneuver of ground combat ele- and permit the mission commander to modify
ments. The inherent capability of the helicopter his plans as the situation dictates.
to overfly terrain obstacles permits the assign- e. Coordination. The potential of the armed
ment of multiple tasks to helicopter units and helicopter is best realized when employed in
also permits their rapid disengagement once conjunction with the ground and air combat
committed. Therefore, the armed helicopter elements. Armed helicopters alone are not ca-
unit commander at every level should expect pable of holding terrain. When employed with
diversity of task and should be prepared with conventional forces, they provide mobile fire-
all plans and details necessary to overcome or power at critical times and places to augment
avoid terrain obstacles and restrictions to and extend the fire support capability of the
movement in the combat area; that is, his plan- ground commander. All operations should be
ning must be continuous and encompass as a coordinated to the fullest extent possible
minimum such factors as friendly or enemy among all participating units.
fires, good and poor weather conditions, the
state of materiel readiness, and personnel 46. Factors Affecting Employment
strength. Factors affecting employment of armed heli-

d. Flexibility. Mobile warfare dictates that copters are mission, enemy, terrain and
combatants be capable of adapting their actions weather, and troops and equipment. Command-
to fluid and rapidly changing situations on the ers first consider each factor separately. They
battlefield. Armed helicopter units, because of then mentally weigh each factor in the light
their excellent means of communications, high of the importance of the other factors pertain-
degree of mobility, and variety of weapons, are ing to the specific mission. In many situations,
ideally suited for operations in this environ- the relative importance assigned to each factor
ment They are adaptable to rapid changes in affecting employment will determine which
attack formations and other engagement tech- course of action will be selected. The armed
niques during a single encounter with the en- helicopter unit and mission commanders con-
emy. It is imperative that an armed helicopter sider all factors in relation to the unique equip-
mission commander keep himself and his su- ment and mission capability of the unit.
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CHAPTER 9

MEDICAL SERVICE EMPLOYMENT OF ARMY AVIATION

Section I. GENERAL

47. Mission (except those from an airhead where airborne
operations include air landed logistical support

(AMEDS) is to maintain the health of the by the Air Force), their transportation to an
Army and conserve its fighting strength. initial treatment facility, and subsequent move-Army and conserve its fighting strength. ment between treatment facilities within thement between treatment facilities within the
48. Responsibility combat zone. The AMEDS responsibility for

Aeromedical evacuation in the combat zone aeromedical evacuation extends to the U.S.
is a mission of the AMEDS. This mission in- Army and joint airheads or beachheads that
eludes battlefield pickup of selected patients are supported by U.S. Army forces.

Section II. ARMY AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION

49. General sible surgeon with regard to how and where
Aeromedical evacuation by organic means, patients are to be moved. These provisions are

for routine or emergency patient movement, is in accordance with the details of agreement of
required during all intensities of conflict. Area ANAG 2087.
weapons, generating more casualties over 50. Types of Forward Aeromedical
wider areas, and meager surface lines of com- Evacuation
munication encountered during stability opera-
tions, necessitate employment of the increased craft is divided into two general types depend-
medical evacuation capabilities inherent in craft i divided into two general types depend-
aircraft. Within the combat zone, AMEDS air-
craft provide the means of a rapid and depend- a. Aeromedical Evacuation. Aeromedical
able aerial method for moving patients to med- evacuation is that part of the combat zone
ical treatment facilities. Some of the more medical evacuation function which employs
prominent advantages of aircraft over surface AMEDS air ambulance and provides in-flight
means of evacuation are speed, range, flexi- medical treatment and/or surveillance.
bility, patient comfort, and morale. To the b. Air Movement of Patients. Air movement
commander, these advantages mean a reduction of patients is that part of the combat zone
of noneffectiveness and an economy of medical medical evacuation functions which employs
means. Combat zone aeromedical evacuation AMEDS air ambulances or other aircraft un-
operations are conducted exclusively under op- der the operational control of the surgeon and
erational control of the responsible surgeon. in which prior medical treatment minimizes
The surgeon plans the employment of AMEDS the need for in-flight medical treatment and/or
aeromedical evacuation units which must re- surveillance.
main continuously under his operational con-
trol. When Army aviation elements are com- 51. Army Medical Service Air Ambulance
mitted to patient movement missions, they Units
respond exclusively to direction of the respon- a. AMEDS air ambulance units are assigned
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to the field army or a theater army logistical (1) Scheduled movements. Scheduled pa-
command as required to accomplish the aero- tient movements involve the use of
medical evacuation of selected patients. Details return space generated by other
pertaining to their organization are contained scheduled airlift requirements. This
in FM 8-5. back-haul capability normally is used

b. The primary mission of the air ambulance to move patients who do not require
service is to provide on-call Army aeromedical in-flight medical attention.
evacuation of seriously ill or injured patients. (2) Movements of opportunity. Evacua-
Secondary missions include the following: tion movements of opportunity are in-

(1) Army air movement of patients when stituted by the medical officer in the
ground ambulances are inappropriate forward facility when a requirement
or inadequate. arises coincident with the availability

(2) Lateral shifting of patients to other of a nonscheduled aircraft which can
medical facilities for treatment. be sent to the general destination pre-

(3) Transportation of medical personnel, designated for these patients.
units, supplies, and equipment as re- c. Non-AMEDS aircraft can be used to meet
quired. the requirements of peak periods of activity

when normal aeromedical evacuation capabil-c. All aircraft assigned as AMEDS air am-
bulances are marked witities become temporarily inadequate. Impro-bulance s are mark ed with t he Geneva vsation consists of providing appropriate

and national colors as prescribed in the Geneva
convention and appropriate DA publications. AMEDS personnel and materiel to furnish inflight medical treatment on those aircraft

d. AMEDS air ambulances have an internal whose size and interior configuration permit
litter capability with provisions for in-flight medical personnel to work effectively. In in-
treatment and care of patients. Medical person- stances of extreme pressure on the patient
nel and equipment are carried aboard these evacuation systerm, every available space on
aircraft on all missions. general-purpose aircraft may be used to trans-

e. AMEDS ambulances, ground or aerial, port all classes of patients without mandatory
are not used for transporting nonmedical per- provision for in-flight medical treatment. Re-
sonnel, supplies, or equipment. This restriction gardless of the method used, the responsible
is in compliance with the rules of land warfare. surgeon designates the point of origin, the pa-

f. Details of aeromedical evacuation opera- tients to be carried, and the destination point.
tions are contained in FM 8-10, FM 8-15, and
FM 8-16. 53. Staff Relations, Procedures, and

Planning
52. Supporting Aeromedical Evacuation Planning

Means Under the overall supervision of the appro-
priate general staff officer, the command sur-

a. Division, corps, and field army aviation geon is technically responsible for all medical
units have the capability of augmenting the evacuation, wheher by surface or aerial
AMEDS air ambulance system to meet peak
casualty requirements and to move stabilized means. He maintains control over all patients
patients on a scheduled basis. To the extent regardless of the means of evacuation used.
feasible, all Army utility and cargo aircraft He determines the pick-up site and destination
(see app B) are designed to accept litter con- for all patients moved by air. The command
figurations. Augmentation aeromedical evacua- surgeon directs the employment of AMEDS
tion and air movement of patients is a second- air ambulance units with necessary coordina-
ary mission for nonmedical aviation units. tion with the staff aviation officer and air

b. Nonmedical aviation units normally are traffic control agencies. He determines require-
used to transport routine patients. Upon re- ments for air evacuation, and transmits re-
quest of the responsible surgeon, these opera- quests for support by nonmedical aviation units
tions are conducted as follows: to the staff aviation officer. The command sur-
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geon is responsible for medical training of sistance to aircraft accident investigators. AR
aviation personnel and the provision of staff 40-21, STANAG 3318, and SEASTAG 3318
medical advice to the commander and the staff provide guidelines on the medical aspects of
aviation officer, and for providing technical as- aircraft accident investigation.

Section III. AIR CRASH RESCUE

54. Helicopter Ambulance Air Crash When based at major Army airfields or with
Rescue Units concentrations of Army aircraft, this type unit

is attached to, and under the operational con-
a. Helicopter ambulance air crash rescue de- trol of, the airfield commander or major Armytrol of, the airfield commander or major Armytachments provide air crash rescue support to ani

Army airfields or heliports and all phases of aviation unit command supervision
airmobile operations. Details pertaining to will be provided by thecommand surgeon or,airmobile operations. Details pertaining to in the absence of a surgeon, the medical com-their organization are contained in FM 8-5 and

mander responsible for area medical service.
The dispatch of air crash rescue aircraft is di-

b. The mission of the air crash rescue serv-
ice is to provide continuous immediate response ment, exploiting the fastest and most direct

ment, exploiting the fastest and most directfor extraction of personnel; fire suppression means of communications in accordance with
and forcible entry as necessary, emergency procedures established by the airfield com-
medical treatment, and evacuation and in-flight mander. Destination medical treatment facili-
treatment of patients from aircraft crash sites. ties will be designated by the responsible sur-

e. Air crash rescue units may be assigned to
provide fulltime rescue support at high density
airfields and heliports, establish an area sup- b. When air crash rescue units are required
port posture to provide an on-call service to to provide air crash rescue support to two or
one or more airfields or heliports, to provide more nearby Army airfields or heliports, op-
a zonal-type rescue coverage for air operations erational jurisdiction will be retained by the
based on the number and type of supported medical commander responsible for area med-
aircraft and the aerial mission plan. ical support.

d. Details of air crash rescue operations are c. During those operational periods when
contained in FM 8-16. air crash rescue units may be required to pro-

vide air crash rescue coverage to administra-
55. Staff Relations, Procedures, and tive or tactical mass aerial movements, opera-

Planning tional jurisdiction is temporarily transferred
a. Air crash rescue units are assigned to the to the aerial mission commander. Technical

major medical command, with supervision pro- medical supervision will be provided by the
vided by medical command and control units surgeon responsible for medically supporting
such as medical groups or medical battalions. the aerial mission.
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CHAPTER 10
AIRMOBILE ORGANIZATIONS

Section I. GENERAL

56. Introduction e. Raiding, harassing, and interdicting the
enemy rear, thus forcing the enemy to divert

An airmobile operation is an operation in enemy rear, thus forcing the enemy to divert
Anich aimobiae foperais and.hi oquipmert in .combat power to the protection of his support-

which combat forces and their equipment move
about the battlefield in aircraft under the con- ing nstallations and unts.
trol of a land force commander to engage in 58. Limitations
land combat. Airmobile forces are trained and
equipped to take advantage of the superior As compared to other U.S. Army divisions,
mobility which distinguishes them from con- this division has the following limitations:
ventional ground forces. Their equipment is a. Increased sensitivity to weather and visi-
designed for maximum air transportability, bility conditions.
and more aircraft are assigned to airmobile b. Increased requirements for aviation POL
units than to nonairmobile units. Tactical in- and aircraft maintenance.
tegrity is essential to both the supporting lift c. Limited capability for sustained ground
unit and the supported combat unit. Combat combat.
units must be landed in close proximity to
their objective with tactical cohesion in order d. Primary dependence upon the mainte-
to reduce or eliminate the fatiguing and time- nance of air lines of communication.
consuming task of reorganization. Lift units e. Requirements for local air superiority
must maintain tactical integrity during air- gained by other Services.
mobile assaults for reasons of closer coordina-
tion, effective teamwork, and a more positive
measure of control. FM 57-35 contains details Basic organizational concepts of the airmo-
on the conduct of airmobile operations. This bile division include-
chapter is confined to a discussion of units of a. Substitution of helicopters for traditional
the airmobile division (TOE 67T) which pos- equipment such as trucks, armored combat ve-
sess organic aircraft. hicles, and ground fire support systems.

57. Capabilities b. Elimination of heavy equipment from the
combat and combat support elements of the

The airmobile division is capable of- airmobile division to insure the operational air

a. Rapidly maneuvering to gain surprise and mobility of these elements in aircraft organic
tactical advantage. to the ainrmobile division.

b. Operating in difficult terrain and without 60. Concepts of Employment
the usual restrictions caused by surface ob-

Employment of the airmobile division isstacles. based upon the following concepts:
c. Providing firepower by direct air-to- a. Organic aircraft enable the airmobile di-

ground fire supporting weapons. vision to respond immediately and to maneuver
d. Fighting simultaneously in more than one rapidly over large areas. These aircraft pro-

direction or area. vide an increased ability to (1) find, fix, and
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fight the enemy and (2) bypass obstacles and b. Armed aerial escort, air-to-ground fire
strongpoints. Combat and combat support ele- support, and resupply of combat forces of the
ments are moved into, and are extracted from, division are provided by aerial weapons sys-
the battlefield area by aviation units using as- tems and cargo aircraft.
signed aircraft. The division thus maneuvers c. Surface movement and employment of the
its combat battalions through use of assigned combat elements within the battlefield area
aircraft rather than slower traditional surface
vehicles. Supporting artillery and other combat (exclusive of airmobile operations) are essen-
support elements of the division are emplaced tially the same as that of infantry division
and subsequently displaced by air as required. units (FM 61-100).

Section II. AVIATION GROUP, AIRMOBILE DIVISION

61. Mission d. Airlifts simultaneously the assault ele-
ments of two airmobile infantry battalions

The mission of the aviation group is to pro-Thde aviatn s t, ad and one of the airmobile division's 105mm field
vide aviation support to the division, and avia- artillery battalions (three batteries).
tion special staff personnel to the division head-
quarters. e. Provides continuous (day and night) op-

erations during visual flight conditions and

62. Capabilities limited operations under instrument flight con-
ditions.

The aviation group has the following capa- f. Airlifts supplies, equipment, and troops of

units of the division.
a. Provides command, control, and staff g. Provides aircraft for general support of

planning, and supervision of subordinate and units without organic aircraft.
attached units. h. Provides aircraft for general support and

b. Provides aviation special staff personnel reinforcement of units with organic aircraft.
for division headquarters. i. Augments aeromedical evacuation capa-

c. Provides limited aerial battlefield surveil- bility of the medical battalion at the request of
lance and performs target acquisition. the appropriate command surgeon.

Section III. HEADQUARTERS AND HEADQUARTERS COMPANY
AIRMOBILE DIVISION BRIGADE

63. Mission mobile division's combat and combat support
The mission of the headquarters and head elements in offensive and defensive operations.The mission of the headquarters and head-

quarters company is to provide personnel to b. Accepting or releasing attached elementsquarters company is to provide personnel to
command and control attached combat and on short notice.c. Supervising the movement and security of
combat support elements in both training and c. Supervising the movement
combat operations. The unit is assigned on the attached or supporting elements.

basis of three per airmobile division. d. Supervising tactical training of attachedbasis of three per airmobile division. airmobile division elements.
64. Capabilities e. Establishing emergency operational head-

quarters in the event of the destruction of di-The commander and staff officers .of the
headquarters and headquarters company have vision headquarters./f. Providing Army aviation for command

control of brigade headquarters and attached
a. Commanding attached elements of the air- infantry battalions.
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Section IV. CAVALRY SQUADRON, AIRMOBILE DIVISION

65. Description b. Conducts offensive, defensive, or delaying
operations as required.The cavalry squadron, airmobile division, is

a combat force with combat elements mounted c. Provides limited air and ground antitank
completely in organic aircraft and conventional defense for the unit to which assigned or at-
surface vehicles. The unit combines the charac- tached.
teristics of tactical three-dimensional mobility
and highly destructive firepower from both sur-
face and aerial systems in the performance of The cavalry squadron normally is employed
reconnaissance and security for the division as a unit with air elements and ground ele-
(FM 17-36). ments in close conjunction so that their respec-

66. Capabilities tive capabilities are fully exploited and comple-
mentary. The squadron conducts ground and

The cavalry squadron has the following ca-
The cavalry squadron has the following ca- air reconnaissance and security operations overpabilities:
a. Performs air and ground reconnaissance large areas for the division, and may conduct

and provides security for the unit to which as- offensive, defensive, or delaying operations as
signed or attached. required.

Section V. DIVISION ARTILLERY, AIRMOBILE DIVISION

68. Mission 70. Employment and Fire Support
The mission of the division artillery, airmo- Coordination

bile division, is to provide direct support and a. Employment. The bulk of firepower
general support artillery for the airmobile di- within the airmobile division is provided by
vision. the division artillery. The three 105mm how-

itzer battalions normally are assigned direct
69. Capabilities support missionsi in support of the three in-

The capabilities of the division artillery in- fantry brigades. The aerial artillery battalion
clude- is employed in general support of the division,

and also to reinforce the fires of the direct
a. Providing conventional artillery support support missions in support of the three in-

to include communications, target acquisition,
~~~and survey.~ ~ ~are completely air transportable by Army heli-and survey. copter and/or fixed wing aircraft.

b. Establishing the fire support element of
the division tactical operations center. b. Fire Support Coordination. Fire support

coordination is accomplished by the fire sup-
c. Providing command and control of addi- port element in the tactical operations center

tional attached artillery units. at division level, and in the fire support co-
d. Providing one field artillery battalion, ordination centers at lower levels. At division

105mm, to participate in airborne operations level, the division artillery commander nor-
when organized as an airborne field artillery mally is the fire support coordinator and prin-
battalion. cipal advisor to the division commander on fire

e. Providing aerial mounted artillery sup- support matters. Below division level, the com-
port. mander of, or the liaison officer from, the sup-

f. Providing night fire support to include porting artillery unit normally performs this
use of aerial flares. function. See FM 6-20-2, and FM 101-5.
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Section VI. SUPPORT COMMAND, AIRMOBILE DIVISION

71. Mission nance of a 1-day reserve of supplies for the
The mission of the support command is to division.

provide division-level combat service support b. Direct support maintenance, except for
to all assigned or attached elements of the di- medical and cryptographic items.
vision, except military police, communications, c. Medical service support to include evacua-
and construction services, and those adminis- tion of patients, medical (and emergency den-
trative services provided by special staff sec- tal) treatment, medical supply, and organiza-
tions in the administration company. tional maintenance of medical equipment.

72. Capabilities d. Graves registration service when appro-
The support command, airmobile division, is priate teams from TOE 10-500 are attached

capable of providing- e. Air delivery equipment supply and main-
a. Requisition, receipt, storage, and distri- tenance support to the division.

bution of all classes of supply, and mainte- f. Music for division functions.
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CHAPTER 11
AVIATION SUPPORT OF INTERNAL DEFENSE AND GUERRILLA

WARFARE OPERATIONS

Section I. INTERNAL DEFENSE

73. Introduction 74. Military Civic Action
a. An internal defense operation is conducted Military civic action is action performed or

by a host country or its allies directly against supported by military or paramilitary forces
armed insurgents and their underground organ- using their military skills, equipment, and re-
ization, support system, and external sanctuary sources in cooperation with civil authorities,
or outside supporting power. Army aviation agencies, or groups. Army aviation elements
support is provided to host country and U.S. can provide air transport not otherwise avail-
forces engaged in internal defense operations able to the host country for carrying out these
in accordance with agreements between the actions. Command and control of aviation re-
governments of the host country and the United sources remain essentially the same as for tac-
States. This support covers the spectrum of tical or internal development operations, with
internal defense operations, to include military the added requirement for direct coordination
civic action, tactical operations, advisory assist- between aviation units and user organizations
ance, psychological operations, intelligence such as host country departments of agriculture
operations, and internal security. The nature and health, and members of the U.S. Country
of internal defense operations, coupled with Team such as the U.S. Agency for International
poor road networks and rugged terrain often Development and the U.S. Information Agency.
encountered in these operations, creates a mo-
bility disadvantage for forces designed and 75. Tactical Employment
trained to conduct conventional military opera- Following are tasks, listed under the five land
tions. Air mobility, aerial reconnaissance, and combat functions, which aviation units can per-
aerial fire support assist in reducing this dis- form in support of tactical internal defense
advantage. operations:

b. U.S. forces conducting internal defense a. Intelligence. Reconnaissance, surveillance,
operations are supported by organic Army and target acquisition tasks are performed by
aviation units. Separate aviation companies use of the following techniques:
and battalions normally provide support to host (1) Visual. Reconnaissance and surveil-
country forces, with operational control of these lance tasks are performed by pilots
aviation units being retained by the senior U.S. and trained observers in aircraft
officer involved in the operation. Appropriate operating throughout the area of in-
request channels must be established to insure terest. Aviators and passengers, re-
that aircraft are used on appropriate missions gardless of their mission, should con-
and procedures should be established to allow duct visual surveillance along their
for rapid reaction to immediate requirements. routes, especially when flying over
Field manuals of the 31- and 41-series, and FM hostile areas.
100-20 (see app A) contain guidance and doc- (2) Photographic. Aircraft may be
trine for commanders of U.S. forces participat- equipped with aerial cameras to pro-
ing in internal defense operations. vide rapid and timely photographic
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coverage of suspected areas. This cov- (1) Airmobile combat patrols. Airmobile
erage can include daylight and night combat patrols, composed of infantry
photography, and both area and spe- troops transported in helicopters, can
cific target photography. attack targets of opportunity and par-

(3) Infrared and radar. Infrared surveil- ticipate in preplanned operations.
lance equipment can provide informa- (2) Raids. Airmobile forces can conduct
tion on insurgent activities, such as raids against base areas, command
locating cooking fires hidden by the post locations, training areas, and
jungle canopy. Radar surveillance areas considered by the enemy to be
equipment, with or without data link secure. In addition to keeping the in-
equipment, may be employed for night surgent force off balance, these raids
surveillance of coastal, river, and can provide an excellent method of
canal traffic. maintaining the initiative and gath-

ering information on enemy activities.
(4) Route and rail reconnaissance. Con- Armed helicopters, operating as an in-

stant patrolling of road and rail lines dependent force, can conduct harass-
dependent force, can conduct harass-often will deter insurgent ambush.

Photographs and visual inspection of ing missions when use of other combat
rail lines may reveal insurgent sabo- power is precluded (FM 1-110).
tage, destruction, and possible ambush (3) Patrol support. Aviation elements can
sites. support ground patrolling activities by

positioning and evacuating personnel
(5) Landing zone and area reconnaissance. participating in patrols, and by pro-

Deliberate preplanned reconnaissance viding them with aerial fire support,
of landing zones must be conducted resupply, radio relay, reinforcement,
unless requirements for security or and medical evacuation.
surprise restrict such activities. Cur- (4) Encirclement. Aircraft can be used in
rent records on all landing zones must encirclement operations to block gaps
be developed and maintained. by delivery of aerial fires, positioning

(6) Target acquisition. Information for of reserves, and coordinating move-
timely and adequate target acquisition ment of converging forces escaping
may be developed from aerial recon- from the encirclement.
naissance and surveillance missions (5) Night operations. Airmobile opera-
and from administrative and tactical tions such as airmobile patrols, raids,
missions. and support of ground patrols can be

b. Mobility. Air movement of troops and conducted at night. Operations at
equipment, to include planned operations and night deny insurgent forces the free-
employment of reserves, improves the relative dom of action afforded by periods of
force ratio in favor of internal defense forces. darkness.
To obtain maximum advantage of this mobility, (6) Landing zone security and counter-
designated combat units with adequate support- ambush techniques. Measures which
ing weapons and equipment must be moved may be used to provide security for,
close to departure sites. Additionally, aviation and to counter ambushes of, landing
units must be capable of immediate movement zones include (1) use of decoy and
to staging areas and rendezvous points. Air- multiple landing zones, (2) delivery of
mobile operations are conducted with emphasis aerial fires on adjacent landing zones
on mobility of forces, surprise, and speed. Loca- and likely avenues of approach, and
tion of staging areas should be based on ac- (3) use of smoke and riot control
cessibility to the area of tactical operations, agents to mask aircraft landings.
logistical compatibility to support the opera- c. Firepower. Fire support for airmobile
tion, and security. Applications of air mobility operations must be thoroughly planned and
include: coordinated, and may include close air support,
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aerial fire support, artillery fires, and naval sonnel, supplies, and equipment. These missions
gunfire. Fire support should be selective in ap- may be performed in support of U.S. Army
plication in order to protect the civil population forces, host country forces, or any combination
from the massive, more indiscriminate applica- of U.S. and other forces. In areas lacking rail-
tion of firepower associated with limited and roads, navigable waterways, and suitable roads,
general positional war situations. Army avia- air transport may be the most efficient means
tion units can provide firepower in support of of transport or may be the only practicable
internal defense operations. The firepower de- means when priority conditions exist. FM 31-73
livered by Army aviation units can be combined discusses service support missions which may
with firepower delivered by other means, to in- be performed by' aviation units engaged in in-
clude the following: ternal defense operations.

(1) Close air support. Close air support,
to include prestrike and on-call fire
support, should be considered in plan-
ning all airmobile operations. This Psychological operations (PSYOP) are con-
support, provided by the U.S. Air ducted to cause hostile, neutral, or friendly
Force, is controlled by the forward air groups to support the achievement of national
controller. objectives. Since these operations are most

(2) Naval gunfire. Naval gunfire can be effective when direct contact can be made with
integrated with artillery fires and close the people whose opinions are to be influenced,
air support missions during preplara- and since many of these people live in remote
tory fires for airmobile operations and villages or rural areas, a rapid means of trans-
supporting fire for ground operations. porting psychological operations personnel and
Representatives of the air and naval equipment to these remote areas is an important
gunfire liaison company provide ob- requirement. Control of aviation resources allo-
servation and adjustment of naval cated to PSYOP organizations is vested in the
gunfire. senior commander through his G3 staff and

aviation commanders. Trained personnel and
(3) Artillery. Aerial observers can en-hacethle eecivsenverss carlery special equipment to be used in these opera-hance the effectiveness of artillery tions are supplied by the PSYOP element. Loud-

fires supporting internal defenseopfires suppornating internal defense speakers can be mounted on aircraft and used
.. operations by assisting in target a- to disseminate propaganda to villagers. Leafletsquisition and fire adjustment.quisition and fire adjustent. can be disseminated from aircraft flying over

d. Command, Control, and Communications. target areas. Officials can be air landed at re-
Command is exercised by the task force com- mote villages to make personal area assess-
mander. The aviation commander advises him ments, determine the needs of the people,
on aviation capabilities and limitations. When implement military civic action programs and
host country forces are employed, command is psychological operations, and gather PSYOP in-
established by prior arrangement and normally telligence for supplementary operations. Medi-
is vested in the host country's tactical unit cal, agricultural, and other teams whose mission
commander with U.S. advisor and liaison per- is to improve the social, political, and eco-
sonnel functioning as intermediaries to insure nomic conditions can also be air landed to per-
definition of command structure. Specialized form their missions.
airborne communications equipment provides
the commander using an aerial command post 77. Advisory Assistance
with a means of directing the activities of air- U.S. Advisory assistance includes furnishing
mobile and ground troops engaged in internal specialized military assistance advisory group
defense operations. (MAAG) mobile training teams for training

e. Combat Service Suepport. Air line of com- host country armed, paramilitary, and irregular
munication missions performed by Army avia- forces, or civilian agencies in military branch
tion units participating in internal defense or branch immaterial subjects. These opera-
operations include the air movement of per- tions with military civic action are undertaken
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to improve host country military, economic, b. Conducting transition training of rated
social, political, and civic activities. Army avia- host country Army aviators in new aircraft.
tion can provide personnel and units for mobile c. Conducting training for host country
training teams to instruct, advise, and train Army aircraft and avionics mechanics.
host country forces in a number of aviation and
related subjects. Advice may be provided re- d. Providing operational training and advice
garding Army aviation aspects of the host coun- on the employment and operation of host coun-
try force's mission. Army aviation units may try Army aviation units.
provide personnel and equipment for mobile e. Conducting training for and advising host
training teams and for support of other such country commanders and staffs on all aspects
teams and MAAG missions. Mobile training of airmobile operations and Army aviation util-
teams may be comprised of individual special- ization.
ists, 500-series TOE cellular teams, or teams f. Conducting training for and advising host
drawn from separate aviation companies, divi- country troop units in the conduct of airmobile
sion aviation battalions, or airmobile divisions. operations and air mobility.
Army aviation flight detachments' may provide
only aircraft support to these teams and organi- 78. Internal Security
zations or they may participate actively in the
advisory program. Command and control of Army aviation supports internal security op-
aviation mobile training units and units con- erations by providing aircraft to assist mili-
ducting advisory assistance is exercised through tary and paramilitary forces in maintaining
the commanders of MAAG's, Missions, Military law and order and controlling population and
Assistance Commands, or other designated resources. Command and control of Army avia-
subordinate commands. It follows essentially tion resources for internal security operations
the same pattern as command and control pro- usually is vested in the senior U.S. commander
cedures for tactical operations. Aviation train- and delegated to subordinate U.S. advisors and
ing teams and units include training, assistance, aviation commanders. Directives, plans, coordi-
and advice in the following specific areas of nation, and requests for aviation support usu-
Army aviation utilization: ally originate with the central agency charged

a. Providing host country aviation students with national, regional, or local internal secu-
primary and basic flight training. rity operations.

Section II. SUPPORT OF GUERRILLA WARFARE

79. General trol, liaison, and administrative aircraft for
headquarters personnel of the Joint Uncon-Guerrilla warfare encompasses military and
ventional Warfare Task Force (JUWTF), andparamilitary operations conducted in enemy-

held or hostile territory by irregular, predom- augment UiSo Anmy special forces
inantly indigenous forces. The term "guerrilla operations contingent to the special forces

operational base (SFOB).warfare" normally is used to denote the pri-
mary overt military activities of resistance b. The aviation platoon, special forces group
movements in limited and general war opera- (airborne) is capable of supporting adminis-
tional environments. It is characterized by trative missions for the SFOB.
offensive action with emphasis on mobility, c. Division and corps aviation units support
elusiveness, and surprise. combat forces in conjunction with linkup op-

erations and during guerrilla force demobiliza-
80. Organizations tion phases.

a. General-purpose aviation units may pro-
vide support to friendly guerrilla operations 81. Operations
on a mission basis for specified periods of time. Coordination and planning for operations in
These units may provide command and con- guerrilla warfare stem from the JUWTF.
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Army aviation missions are assigned by b. Fire Support. Armed Army aircraft may
JUWTF in coordination with the U.S. Army provide discriminating, accurate aerial fire sup-
special forces staff at the SFOB, operational port for operations within the guerrilla war-
detachments in the guerrilla warfare opera- fare operational area and during linkup opera-
tional area, and divisional units conducting op- tions.
erations in conjunction with guerrilla forces. c. Command, Control, and Communications.
Aviation commanders are in command of and Aircraft can be employed in a large, well-
control aircraft during air movement portions secured guerrilla warfare operational area by
of the mission. In the guerrilla warfare opera- guerrilla force commanders for command, con-
tional area, aircraft are under the operational trol and liaison. Aircraft can provide radio
control of the guerrilla warfare operational retransmission between the SFOB, JUWTF,
area commander. When the guerrilla warfare and deployed guerrilla forces.
operational area falls within the zone of re-
sponsibility of advancing major tactical com- d. Logistics. Aircraft can be employed in
mands, operational control of affected guerrilla emergencies to deliver sensitive and critically
forces and supporting aviation usually is trans- needed materiel such as medical supplies, am-
ferred from the JUWTF to the tactical com- munition, and radio repair equipment. POL
manders of division or higher level units. and aircraft maintenance for aviation opera-
Aviation operations in support of guerrilla war- tions in the guerrilla warfare operational area
fare operations encompass the five functions pose major logistical problems.
of Army aviation. e. Reconnaissance, Surveillance, and Target

a. Mobility. Infiltration and exfiltration of Acquisition. Within the capabilities of the air-
U.S. Army special forces and indigenous guer- craft, Army aviation can provide intelligence
rilla personnel may in emergencies be accom- by observation and surveillance missions dur-
plished by use of air landed and airdrop tech- ing operations in the guerrilla warfare opera-
niques, and the air-ground pickup system. tional area and during linkup.
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CHAPTER 12

SPECIALIZED AVIATION SUPPORT

Section I. CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, AND RADIOLOGICAL (CBR) OPERATIONS

82. General from the chemical officer of the appropriate
command headquarters. The Army aviationThe aerial mobility provided by Army avia- element will plan the flight path to the area

tion affords the supported commander with the of release. The CBR element will recommend
increased flexibility needed to conduct opera-

tions under CBR conditions. CBR materiel the best flight path to achieve the desired re-tions under CBR conditions. CBR materiel
sults over the dispersal area.(e.g., weapons and protective equipment) in

short supply may be held in central locations 85. Radiological Survey
and moved to critical areas rapidly and effi-
ciently through use of Army aircraft. FM 3- a. Radiological survey is a directed effort to
10-series manuals discuss the employment of determine the presence, location, extent, and
chemical and biological weapons. FM 3-12 con- intensity of radiological contamination in a
tains a detailed discussion of operations under given area (FM 3-12). Radiological survey can
radiological conditions. be conducted from fixed or rotary wing Army

aircraft. In electing to employ aerial rather
83. Aviation Tasks than ground methods of radiological survey,

the following capabilities and limitations of
Tasks which can be performed by use of

Army aircraft in support of CBR operations
include- (1) Capabilities.

a. Transport of all types of CBR weapons (a) Speed and flexibility enable cover-
a. Transport of all types of CBR weapons age of a large area in minimumsystems and defensive equipment. time.time.
b. Radiological survey. (b) Altitude provides means of survey-
c. Aerial support of chemical operations to ing areas with protection from dose

include dispersion of flame and smoke, riot con- rates that are unacceptable to
trol agents, and defoliants. ground parties.

(c) Minimum personnel, equipment,
84. Planning and Coordination and communications are required.

a. Aerial radiological surveys are planned (d) Aircraft permit surveying of areas
by the chemical officer under the general staff inaccessible to ground parties.
supervision of the G2 and in coordination with (2) Limitations.
the Army aviation representative. (a) Aerial surveys are less accurate

b. Other Army aviation CBR missions are than ground surveys because of the
planned by the CBR element in coordination difficulty of maintaining constant
with the Army aviation element. The support- distances above the ground, con-
ing chemical unit will provide technical advice stant ground speed, and because of
and assistance in matters pertaining to the instrument delay time experienced
handling of CBR munitions and the decontami- in aircraft.
nation of aircraft (TM 3-220). In the absence (b) Aircraft may be subjected to enemy
of a chemical unit, assistance may be obtained ground fire.
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(c) Weather conditions may limit low- aircraft are used to disseminate chemical
level flights. agents and munitions. The degree of hazard, as

b. Aerial survey can be conducted by two well as protection and decontamination re-
methods: The preselected point survey and the quirements for the crew, will depend on the
preselected course leg. The preselected course type of agent involved, the requirement for
leg method is the standard Army method of agent dissemination (may require wearing of
conducting radiological surveys. Details on the protective mask), and the possibility of
radiological surveys are contained in FM 3-12. munition leakage.
Although both fixed and rotary wing aircraft 87. Decontamination and Protective
can be used to conduct aerial radiological sur- Measures
veys, rotary wing aircraft are better suited,
becausing of their hovering and reduced-speed a. Changing wind conditions will require
operational capability. Ground speeds of 50 to designation of several decontamination areas
60 knots will provide the most valid results. at all Army airfields and heliports. Aircraft re-

turning from C13R missions should proceed di-86. Crew Hazards
rectly to the decontamination area for inspec-

The crew is in danger of contamination tion and decontatmination as required.
when transporting chemical or biological
agents and munitions should a leak occur. A b. FM 21-40 and FM 21-41 contain infor-
potential hazard for the crew exists whenever mation on CBR protective measures.

Section II. PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS (PSYOP)

88. General from aircraft flying over the target area, or
Psychological operations conducted at dii packages containing material to be distributedPsychological operations conducted at divi- by persons on the ground can be air dropped

sion level are the responsibility of the division b a . n baor air landed. Good dispersion has been ob-
G3. The division's PSYOP unit is responsible tamed b hand scatterin leaflets from heli-tained by hand scattering leaflets from heli-
for the planning and execution of these opera- copters flying 300 feet above the ground at
tions. Since psychological operations are con- forward speeds of 40 to 60 miles per hour.
ducted by communication with the individuals
and groups towards whom the operations are b. Voice Amrplification. Loudspeaker equip-
directed, Army aircraft can be used to assist ment, assigned to some PSYOP units, can be
in the performance of many of the tasks nec- mounted on helicopters and used to amplify
essary for the success of these operations. FM messages prerecorded on tapes or delivered by
33-1 discusses psychological operations in de- human voice. These messages normally are de-
tail. livered from low altitudes from helicopters op-

erating at reduced power settings.
89. Communications Media 90. Personal Contact

The use of Army aircraft can greatly in-
crease the effectiveness of the communications Aircraft can be used to move PSYOP per-
media listed below: sonnel, medical teams, government representa-

tives, or other personnel to isolated or distant
a. Printed Matter. Pamphlets, magazines, settlements. The inherent speed of aircraft can

and other printed matter can quickly be dis- enable such key personnel to devote more of
tributed over a large area by use of airplanes their time to their necessary tasks and less
or helicopters. The material can be scattered time to travel.
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Section 11. SEARCH AND RESCUE OPERATIONS

91. General USAF air rescue service or compar-
able Navy or Coast Guard organiza-

Army aviation can effectively participate in tion. When requested, Army facilities
military and civilian search and rescue mis- will be made available. Liaison and
sions. 'These missions can range from situa- coordination should be accomplished
tions involving missing persons or aircraft to by Army aviation units assigned the
situations of national disaster. An important task of giving assistance. When Armytask of giving assistance. When Army
military application is in the search and rescue aircraft are involved in the local fly-
of personnel of aircraft downed in enemy ter- ing area, the helicopter ambulance air
ritory. crash rescue unit or the Army avia-

92. Responsibilities and Coordination tion unit concerned may perform the
search and rescue operation.

a. Civilian Operations. AR 95-10 is the au- (2) Tactical. To minimize the loss of avi-
thority for Army aviation participation in ators and crews in tactical operations,
civilian search and rescue operations. Liaison each Army aviation unit must have an
must be maintained with the agency responsi- effective search and rescue plan. This
ble for conducting the operation. Coordination plan will be prepared by the opera-
for supply and maintenance is accomplished tions officer in close coordination with
with the nearest military installation. Areas the unit intelligence officer. Prior to
and methods of coverage will be assigned by departing on any mission over enemy
the responsible agency, which, in cases of lines, aviators must be briefed on
downed civil aircraft or lost civilian personnel, escape and evasion techniques includ-
will be the civil air patrol. ing pickup points for rescue if downed

b. Military Operations. behind enemy lines. This briefing nor-
(1) Nontactical. In a nontactical situa- mally will be conducted by the unit

tion, a search and rescue mission for briefing officer in coordination with
downed military aircraft normally the intelligence and operations offi-
will be the responsibility of the local cers.

Section IV. CIVIL DISASTER RELIEF OPERATIONS

93. Authority Coast Guard, or National Guard installations
within the area nearest the disaster and will

Policy guidance and responsibilities of De-
p n o, follow prescribed procedures for drawing nec-

partment of the Army agencies with respect essar suli
to operations involving participation in natural
disaster relief activities are prescribed in AR 94. Missions
500-60. Upon occurrence of a civil disaster, the
appropriate Army commander will investigate Missions that may be performed by Army
the situation to determine if Army aviation aircraft in disaster and emergency operations
will be used in the relief operations. If use include-
of Army aviation is appropriate, the com- a. Airlift of medicine, food, and emergency
mander will organize a provisional Army avia- supplies.
tion disaster search and rescue unit under his b. Air evacuation of victims.
jurisdiction consisting of such aircraft and c. Airlift of rescue parties and guidance of
personnel as necessary. The officer designated surface rescue parties.
to command this unit normally should be the d. Message drop and pickup.
senior aviation staff officer within the com-
mand. This unit will be based, whenever pos- e. Radio retransmission operations.
sible, on existing Army, Navy, Air Force, f. Courier service.
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g. Insect control. (3) Transportation facilities.

h. Wire laying for emergency communica- (4) Available escape routes.
tions. (5) Measures to be taken to protect per-

i. Illumination for night operations. sonal property and livestock.

j. Photographic and reconnaissance mis- 95. Planning
sions.

The civil disaster and emergency relief plan
k. Warning missions. of commanders of Army areas and major over-
1. Dropping informational bulletins per- seas Army commands should clearly outline the

taining to- missions, responsibilities, and duties of the
(1) Areas to be evacuated. Army aviation disaster emergency relief units
(2) Advice urging the populations to with respect ;o administration, operations,

move voluntarily to specified refugee maintenance, food service, supply, transporta-
accommodations as directed. tion, medical facilities, and security.
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CHAPTER 13
OPERATIONS IN VARIED ENVIRONMENTS

Section I. NIGHT OPERATIONS

96. General a. Difficulty of conducting night formation
Night operations conducted by Army avia- flights without use of aircraft lights.

tion elements include surveillance, adjustment b. Obstacles cannot be readily seen, and ob-
of fire, aerial fire support, battlefield illumina- jects or obstructions on the ground create
tion, night photography, and logistic and serv- hazards to landing or taxiing aircraft.
ice missions. All Army aviation units are c. Necessity for additional coordination, con-
organized and equipped to conduct night opera- trol, planning, and training.
tions. d. In the absence of electronic aids, diffi-

culty of navigation.
97. Advantages e. Necessity for airfield lighting.

Advantages of conducting aviation night f. Difficulty of target acquisition and fire
combat operations including the following: control during aerial fire support operations.

a. Night operations deny the enemy the free-
dom of action he otherwise would have under
cover of darkness. Night missions must be scheduled far enough

b. Some activities, such as those indicated by in advance for coordination with other activ-
enemy campfires or fire fights in which tracers ities. The flight operations center (FOC) is the
are being used, can best be observed at night. agency responsible for furnishing the air de-

fense commander flight plan data on Army
c. Greater freedom of action is possible dur- aircraft flights originating in the air defense

ing the hours when enemy air defense meas- zones. It is also responsible for insuring coor-
ures are least effective. dination with the control and reporting center.

Coordination must be extended to the lowest
98. Disadvantages echelon concerned because of the difficulty

Disadvantages of conducting aviation night ground troops have in distinguishing friendly
combat operations include the following: from enemy aircraft at night.

Section II. GEOGRAPHICAL ENVIRONMENTS

100. General rain necessitates reduced aircraft payloads, the
Army aviation units can conduct operations same mountainous terrain may completely pro-

in.ary geographica enviro e .Alt h hibit the use of ground vehicles. Thus, an en-
in any geographical environment. Although en-

vironment which reduces the efficiency of an
vironmental conditions can limit the capabil- vion t re the
ities of an aviation unit, the environment may avatlon unit can incre the supported units
have a lesser influence upon aviation capabil-
ities than on the capabilities of ground units. transporting personnel and equipment. FM
For example, although the location of landing 1-15 discusses aviation operations in desert,
zones at higher elevations in mountainous ter- mountain, jungle, and cold environments. FM
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1-105 discusses aviation techniques and proce- 102. Maintenance
dures used in those environments, and FM 31- Aircraft maintenance requirements are
50 discusses combat in fortified and built-up greater in areas approaching the extremes of
areas. environment than in temperate zones. Desert-
101. Mobility sand damage and the higher power settings

Reduced ground mobility is a characteristic used in rarefied mountain air increase engine
of military operations in the unsophisticated maintenance requirements. Rust and rot caused
environments of deserts, mountains, jungles, by jungle heat and humidity and the damage
and cold areas. Use of aircraft to augment to grease seals and batteries caused by extreme
ground transportation means can offset or min- cold make it ncessary to replace components
imize this disadvantage. This can be accom-

more often. The same factors that increase air-plished by locating bases as far forward as
practicable, by use of ground vehicles, and by craft maintenance requirements also decrease
use of aircraft to transport personnel and the efficiency of the individuals who perform
equipment from these bases to objective areas. this maintenance.
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CHAPTER 14
AVIATION MAINTENANCE AND SUPPLY

103. General to operate at expected efficiency levels due to
a heavy backlog of maintenance requirements.The aviation maintenance and supply struc- Therefore, the ground commander's decisionture is designed to provide adequate and timelys de

maintenance and techni sr to use aircraft in a specific operation is depend-maintenance and technical supply support for ent upon the ability of the maintenance andArmy aircraft. The structure is based upon supply support organization to provide the re-the precept that if an aircraft can fly, but needs
quired flyable aircraft (FM 1-10 and FM 55-either routine or nonroutine maintenance

beyond the organizational level, it should be
flown to a direct support unit for such main- 105. Categories of Maintenance
tenance. If the aircraft is not flyable, mainte- a. Maintenance operations are classified intonance support will be furnished by contact categories according to the frequency magni-
teams from the direct support unit. Since air- tude, and degree of technical skill required.craft are the most mobile items of equipment Except in the airmobile division, the categoriesin the Army, it is logical that this inherent
mobility should be used to facilitate mainte- of mantenanceare.(1) Organizational. Organizational main-nance and supply activities and to relieve teace is that maiteace ormallytenance is that maintenance normallyoperating aviation units of the bulk of time- authorized for, performed by, and theconsuming field maintenance -tasks. Mainte- responsibility of a using organizationnance float aircraft, to replace aircraft under- o s organ. ion equipment in its possession. Thisgoing maintenance, should be utilized to assist maintenance includes inspecting,the aviation units in maintaining maximum cleaning, servicing, and lubricatingcleaning, servicing, and lubricatingavailability of operational aircraft. Policies per- assigned equipment. When properly
taining to the use of serviceable parts from conducted, it results in fewer equip-conducted, it results in fewer equip-unserviceable aircraft are established in AR ment failures and, thus, increased air-
750-1500-8. Cannibalization of aircraft is al- ment falures and, thus, r-craft availability.lowed only as prescribed in AR 750-50,

(2) Direct support. Direct support main-
104. Utilization tenance is that maintenance normally

The ground commander may temporarily authorized and performed by the des-
have to use aviation support at an abnormally ignated maintenance activities in
high rate. He must understand that this level direct support of using organizations.
of activity will be followed by a period of re- It consists of the repair of end items
duced aviation capability pending reestablish- or unserviceable assemblies in support
ment of the balance between flight operations of using organizations on a return-to-
and aircraft maintenance. Even though the user basis.
commander may be willing to accept future re- (3) General support. General support
duction in aviation support as a tradeoff to maintenance is that maintenance au-
meet immediate requirements, consideration thorized and performed by designated
should be given to the ability of the aviation TOE and TD organizations in support
unit to provide future support to other ground of the Army supply system.
units. These units may be deprived of such (4) Depot. Depot maintenance activities,
future support if the aviation unit is unable through overhaul of economically re-
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pairable materiel, augment the pro- tern wherein supplies are initially received by a
curement program in satisfying over- depot in the logistical command and shipped
all Army requirements and, when to general support supply activities for issue
required, provide for repair of mate- to operating elements of the aircraft mainte-
riel beyond the capability of general nance support system. The throughput of air-
support maintenance organizations. craft repair parts is limited to the movement

b. The airmobile division's maintenance sys- of emergency supplies and heavy or bulky
tem is based on three levels of maintenance as items such as aircraft engines or trans-
follows: missions which can be readily identified and

(1) A-level, user. A-level maintenance pro- controlled.
vides the using unit with the capabil- b. The direct support unit is customer-
ity of performing on-site maintenance oriented, providing the supported aviation unit
that is essential to mission perform- with retail supply support for expendable sup-
ance. This maintenance is performed plies and for repair parts that are normally
in the using unit's base area, which fast-moving and have a predictable consump-
frequently is far forward. Equipment tion rate. The general support supply activity is
which cannot be repaired in the for- commodity-oriented, providing wholesale sup-
ward area within 4 hours normally is ply of all items that are stocked by the direct
evacuated to the division base area. support elements. In addition, the general sup-

(2) B-level, direct support. B-level main- port supply unit stocks bulky or heavy items,
tenance provides backup maintenance repair parts that normally have a low usage
and supply support for the user. It in- factor, and items that are controlled or are in
cludes major inspections, modular or critically short supply.
component replacement, repair of un-
serviceable parts, recovery of aircraft, 107. Interrelationship of Supply and
and signal and ordnance support. Maintenance
Equipment which cannot be repaired Effective repair support for aircraft in the
in the division base within 72 hours field army is directly and particularly depend-
is evacuated to the C-level activity. ent upon adequate and responsive aircraft sup-

(3) C-level, general support and depot. ply support. The parts required for a repair
C-level maintenance provides backup operation must be immediately available, espe-
for A- and B-levels, above, including cially at the direct support level where
overhaul and rebuild of components equipment must be repaired for return to user
and assemblies, fabrication of parts, with the least possible delay. Components, as-
and the modification and assembly of semblies, and parts repaired by the general
aircraft. This level of maintenance support activity for return to stock constitute
also includes the depot support system a major source of supply in support of the
which performs limited rebuild or maintenance mission. At the same time, repair
major components and maintenance of items for return to stock is contingent upon
beyond the capability and/or capacity the rapid return of unserviceable items to the
of the C-level general support element. general support activity. Thus, the interde-

pendence of maintenance and supply is readily
106. Aircraft, Aerial Weapons, and apparent; the requirement for positive control,

Avionics Supply coordination, and management of the two ac-
a. Aircraft supply support is a staged sys- tivities is essential.
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CHAPTER 15
AIRFIELDS AND HELIPORTS

108. General aviation battalion and company position areas.
Although engineer construction units provideArmy airfields and heliports vary from small,Army airfields and heliports vary from small, Al h airfield construction support in a theater of op-unimproved areas which meet minimum re- erations, commanders of units employing Armyquirements for the operation of fixed wing air- of unitsaviation, or of units supported by organic avia-craft or helicopters to completely organized
tion, will develop their own landing zones whenand equipped airfields and heliports. The type

of facility which is used in a tactical operation engineer support is not available. Minor main-tenance of airfield will be performed by thewill depend on the terrain and the time avail- units using the installation. Major maintenanceable for preparing ground installations. Mini- b g .
beyond organic capability of the unit operatingmum preparation is normal for airmobile op- the airfield will be performed by engineer ele-erations, the most important consideration ments

being the selection of a location favoring the
mission. TM 5-330 contains details on airfield 110. Classification of Airfields and
site selection and construction. Heiports

109. Responsibilities for Selection and a. Standards of Construction.
Construction (1) Pioneer. A pioneer Army airfield or

a. Ground Commander. The ground com- heliport represents the lowest stand-
mander employing organic aviation designates ard of construction which can be used
the general location in which the airfield is to under favorable operating conditions.
be established by the aviation unit. Command- Construction normally is limited to
ers of units without organic aviation are re- the removal of rocks and brush and
sponsible for the selection and development of the filling of holes on or near the land-
airfields or heliports to be used by supporting ing surface. Refueling capabilities are
aviation elements to include requesting neces- limited or nonexistent.
sary engineer support. Factors to be considered (2) Hasty. A hasty Army airfield or heli-
in selecting locations for landing zones in- port is one which is built to provide
clude- a substandard but operable margin of

(1) Suitability for mission accomplish- safety. This type of field permits rea-
ment. This is the primary consider- sonably safe and efficient operations
ation. except in prolonged adverse weather.

(2) Terrain capability to support the num- If suitable sod is not present, portable
ber and type aircraft used. matting may be installed on the land-

(3) Security of the area. ing surface. The facility normally in-
(4) Suitability for communications facil- cludes a limited refueling capability.

ities and ground resupply operations. (3) Deliberate. A deliberate Army airfield
b. Aviation Commander. The aviation com- or heliport is one which is constructed

mander selects the site, within the general area according to established standards of
designated by the ground force commander, for safety and efficiency. The landing sur-
location of the aviation unit. FM 1-15 discusses face is well compacted and covered
the reconnaissance, selection, and occupation of with a flexible pavement. The installa-
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tion includes facilities for refueling fixed wing aircraft. Airfield types are derived
and for the performance of some air- by combining the controlling aircraft classifi-
craft maintenance. cation with the appropriate military area. Con-

b. Airfield Types. TM 5-330 classifies air- struction criteria for each type of airfield are
fields according to location and mission for listed.
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APPENDIX C

STANAG NO. 2104, FRIENDLY NUCLEAR STRIKE WARNING
TO ARMED FORCES OPERATING ON LAND

NATO-UNCLASSIFIED

DETAILS OF AGREEMENT

FRIENDLY NUCLEAR STRIKE WARNING TO ARMED

FORCES OPERATING ON LANI)

AGREEMENT

1. It is agreed that the NATO Armed Forces will adopt the following
system of friendly nuclear strike warnings for use at corps level and be-
low. This applies to surface-to-surface and air-to-surface strikes in
support of ground forces, and to emplaced atomic demolition munitions
(ADMs).

GENERAL

2. The requirement for a standard warning message and delineation of
notification channels is essential to ensure that timely warning of friendly
nuclear strikes is provided so that Armed Forces personnel may take in-
dividual measures to protect themselves.

3. For the purpose of STRIKWARN message, azimuth is the horizontal
angle from grid north to a certain point expressed in degrees or mils.

WARNING RESPONSIBILITIES

4. a. Responsibility for issuing the warning rests with the Commander
requesting the nuclear strike.

b. Commanders authorized to release nuclear strikes will ensure that
strikes affecting the safety of adjacent or other commands are co-
ordinated with those commands in sufficient time to permit dis-
semination of warnings to Armed Forces personnel and the taking
of protective measures. Conflicts must be submitted to the next
higher Commander for decision.

DETERMINATION OF HEADQUARTERS, FORMATIONS/UNITS TO

BE WARNED

5. a. The Commander responsible for issuing the warning should inform:
(1) Subordinate Headquarters whose units are likely to be affected

by the strike.

NATO-UNCLASSIFIED
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(2) Adjacent Headquarters whose units are likely to be affected
by the strike.

(3) Own next higher Headquarters, when units not under the
command of the releasing Commander are likely to be affected
by the strike.

b. Each Headquarters receiving a warning of nuclear attack will warn
subordinate elements of the safety measures they should take, in
the light of their proximity to the Desired Ground Zero (DGZ).

c. Each unit concerned, down to the lowest level, will be warned by
its next higher level of the safety measures it should take.

6. Zones of Warning and Protection Requirements for Friendly Nuclear
Strikes

MSD S

Notes. 1. MSD means Minimum Safe Distance.
2. The MSD is equal to a radius of safety (Rs) for the yield, plus a buffer distance (db) related to

the dispersion normal to the weapon system used and the orientation of friendly forces in relation to
the line of fire. When surface bursts are used, the fallout hazard will be considered and appropriate buffer
distances included.

Radius Corresponding to Zone Requirements

DGZ

1 Evacuation of all Armed
Forces personnel (See
note 2)

MSD 1 Limit of negligible risk to
warned and protected Armed
Forces personnel (See note 3)

2 Maximum protection.
(See note 4)

MSD 2 Limit of negligible risk* to
warned and exposed Armed
Forces personnel

NATO-UNCLASSIFIED
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Radius Corresponding to Zone Requirements

3 Minimum protection.
(S'ee note 5)

MSD 3 Limit of negligible risk* to
unwarned and exposed Armed
Forces personnel

More than No protective measure
MSD 3 except against dazzle.

* As defined in STANAG 2088.
Notes. 1. Commanders will be guided by safety criteria as stated in FM 101-81-1, Staff Officers Field

Manual, Nuclear Weapons Employment (or appropriate national manuals with the same criteria).
2. If evacuation is not possible or if a Commander elects a higher degree of risk, maximum protective

measures will be required.
8. Negligible risks should normally not be exceeded unless significant advantages will be gained.

4. Maximum protection denotes that Armed Forces personnel are in "buttoned-up" tanks or crouched
in foxholes with improvised over-head shielding.

5. Minimum protection denotes that Armed Forces personnel are prone on open ground with all skin
areas covered and with an overall thermal protection at least equal to that provided by a two-layer
uniform.

WARNING MESSAGES

7. Warning messages will include the following information (see
STANAG 2103):

STRIKWARN

ALPHA Code word indicating nuclear strike (target number).
DELTA Date-time group for time of burst in ZULU time.

The time after which the strike will be cancelled
(ZULU time).

FOXTROT : DGZ (UTM grid co-ordinates).
HOTEL : Indicate air or surface bursts.
INDIA : For all bursts:

MSD 1 in hundreds of meters, four (4) digits
MSD 2 in hundreds of meters, four (4) digits
MSD 3 in hundreds of meters, four (4) digits
Distance to which Armed Forces personnel must
shield their eyes from dazzle-in hundreds of meters,
four (4) digits.

YANKEE : For all bursts when there is less than a 99% assur-
ance of no militarily significant fallout.
Azimuth of left then right radial lines (degrees or
mils-state which) four (4) digits each.

ZULU : For all bursts when there is less than a 99% assur-
ance of no militarily significant fallout.
Effective wind speed in kilometers per hour, three
(3) digits.

NATO-UNCLASSIFIED
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Downwind distance of Zone I (km), three (3) digits.
Cloud radius (km), two (2) digits.

EXAMPLE MESSAGES

1. FOR AIR BURSTS WITH 99% ASSURANCE OF NO MILITARILY
SIGNIFICANT FALLOUT

STRIKWARN. ALPHA TUBE SIX. DELTA PQ WM OT AR/AS
DG WY OF. FOXTROT YM AB IM SK. HOTEL AIR. INDIA
0022 0031 0045 0140.

2. FOR ALL BURSTS WITH LESS THAN 99% ASSURANCE OF NO
MILITARILY SIGNIFICANT FALLOUT

STRIKWARN. ALPHA TUBE SIX. DELTA PQ WM OT AR/AS
DG WY OF. FOXTROT YM AB IM SK. HOTEL SURFACE.
INDIA 0022 0031 0045 0140. YANKEE 0215 0255 DEGREES.
ZULU 025 080 18.

IMPENDING STRIKE WARNING

8. Warning of impending strikes will be initiated no earlier than is
necessary to complete warning of Armed Forces personnel. Any available
means of communications-land lines if possible-will be utilized to en-
sure that all Armed Forces personnel requiring warning are notified.

ACTION ON CANCELLED STRIKES

9. When nuclear strikes are cancelled, units previously warned will be
notified in the clear by the most expeditious means in the following
format:

a. Code Word (Target Number)
b. CANCELLED

USE OF CODES

10. Items DELTA and FOXTROT above will not be sent in clear unless
the time of initiating the warning message is such that no loss of security
is involved.

11. Only coding systems which meet NATO security criteria will be used.

OTHER WARNINGS

12. It is recognized that it is impractical to obtain warnings of surface-
to-air (for instance, air defense) nuclear burst which may occur at low
altitudes, and to disseminate such warnings to Armed Forces personnel.

13. Similarly, it may be impractical to provide warning to the Naval
and Air Forces concerned of intended surface-to-surface strikes delivered
by weapons within the corps, especially for fleeting targets or when re-
action times are short. Nevertheless, it is the responsibility of Army
agencies to provide warning to Naval and Air Forces concerned when-
ever possible.

NATO-UNCLASSIFIED
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE AGREEMENT

14. This STANAG will be considered to have been implemented when
the necessary orders/instructions putting the procedures detailed in this
agreement into effect have been issued to the forces concerned.
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APPENDIX D
INCLOSURE I OF STANAG NO. 3277, AIR RECONNAISSANCE

REQUEST FORM

NATO-UNCLASSIFIED

Original English/French Translation. ' STANAG NO. 3277
(Edition No. 3)

DETAILS OF AGREEMENT

AIR RECONNAISSANCE REQUEST FORM

Enclosure: I. Annex 'A'-Air Reconnaissance Request Form.

1. Participants agree to use the standard form at Annex 'A' to request
air reconnaissance.

ANNEX 'A' TO STANAG 3277
(Edition No. 3)

1. Front of Air Reconnaissance Request Form

PRECEDENCE (Security Classification)

FROM:
TO :

AIR RECONNAISSANCE REQUEST FORM

L. ORIGINATOR'S SERIAL NUMBER
M. TYPE OF RECONNAISSANCE
N. NATIONAL MAP SERIES AND SHEET NUMBER
O. DESCRIPTION OF TARGET AND MAP REFERENCES
P. OBJECT OF THE REQUEST AND RESULTS DESIRED
Q. PHOTO SCALE OR LIMITS ACCEPTABLE
R. NUMBER OF PRINTS, PLOTS OR REPORTS REQUIRED
S. DELIVERY ADDRESS, DATE, TIME
T. LATEST ACCEPTABLE TIME AND DATE
U. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Signature of Requesting Officer Signature of Approving Officer

Rank, Position Rank, Position

NATO-UNCLASSIFIED

I The Details of Agreement of SEASTAG No. 3277 are identical with the Details of Agreement of
STANAG No. 8277.
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NATO-UNCLASSIFIED

2. Back of Air Reconnaissance Request Form (English)
Note. The letters A to K have a special significance for certain organizations, and are purposely

omitted from the form.

L. ORIGINATOR'S Each request will be given a serial number
SERIAL NUMBER consisting of a prefix followed by a number

commencing with number 1 at the begin-
ning of the year. Further requests will be
numbered consecutively throughout the
year. Prefixes will be the Headquarters de-
manding e.g., LANDCENT, AFCENT,
AFNORTH, 4ATAF.

M. TYPE OF For example: visual, electronic, weather
RECONNAISSANCE fire control or photographic reconnaissance

(vertical, oblique or reprint photography).
This paragaph should be left blank unless
it is understood fully what the selected type
of reconnaissance can accomplish.

N. NATIONAL MAP Owing to the large variety of maps used
SERIES AND both in training and operations by nations,
SHEET NUMBER these details must be given in full.

O. DESCRIPTION OF So as to leave the recipient of the request
TARGET AND MAP in no doubt as to the requirements, it is
REFERENCE necessary to give an exact location, e.g.,

railway bridge 775386. In the case of ob-
lique, the NEAR boundary of the area to
be photographed will be given. If GRID
reference is used, state GRID type, i.e.,
UTM, GEOREF, etc., otherwise state lati-
tude and longitude to the nearest minute.

P. PURPOSE OF It is important that the exact purpose of
REQUEST AND the request is stated, in order that the most
RESULTS DESIRED satisfactory results may be produce4.

Q. PHOTO SCALE OR Whenever possible, tlis heading should be
SCALE LIMITS filled in on the advice of a photographic
ACCEPTABLE interpreter. The scale should be quoted in

figures, e.g., 1/10,000.

R. NUMBER OF This should never exceed the number actu-
PRINTS, PLOTS ally required. If a photo interpretation re-
OR REPORTS port will suffice, prints should not be
REQUIRED ordered.

S. DELIVERY ADDRESS, State clearly where the prints, plots or re-
DATE, TIME ports are to be delivered, and the time and

date on which they are required. If there
is no haste, as much time as possible should

NATO-UNCLASSIFIED
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be given for final delivery, so as to allow
requests of a more urgent nature to be
dealt with.

T. LATEST ACCEPTABLE The date and/or time after which the
TIME/DATE prints, plots or reports are no longer re-

quired. If delivery cannot be made by the
date stated, the request will be cancelled.

U. SPECIAL T.O.T., if required, the degree of urgency,
INSTRUCTIONS or when making more than one request,

the degree of priority and the security clas-
sification of the material requested. Note
whether first, second or third phase photo
interpretation is desired from the photo-
graphs. Give any instructions or informa-
tion not already provided, that will aid the
planning, or successful accomplishment of
the mission.

NATO-UNCLASSIFIED
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APPENDIX E
EMPLOYMENT OF NON-A!R DEFENSE WEAPONS AGAINST AIRCRAFT

1. Purpose all attacking aircraft and those positively iden-
tified enemy aircraft which pose a threat to

ah Discuss meanos pof countering tohreat of the unit. The requirement for exercise of thisa. Discuss means of countering the threat of right has not been adequately emphasized inenemy airmobile operations, enemy tactical air,
and enemy airmobe recrionnaissance against any the palst. Large volumes of fire from non-air de-

fense weapons have proven capable of destroy-friendly unit in a combat theater. ing both high and low speed aircraft or dis-
b. Discuss the potential effect of a large vol- rupting their attack. Exercise of this right

ume of small arms fire that can be furnished by does not demand specialized use of communi-
organic weapons against low flying hostile air- cations and is independent of theater air de-
craft. fense rules for engagement and air defense

c. Discuss the requirement for establishing control procedures.
detailed SOP for the identification and engage-
ment of hostile aircraft to include the method c. Indiscriminate use of non-air defense
of identification, personnel who will fire, tech- weapons must be prevented due the result-
niques of fire to be used, rules of engagement, ing danger to friendly aircraft and troops and
and controls to be exercised. ' the requirement to place in proper perspective

the technique of withholding fire to preclude
d. Discuss the necessity for training indi- disclosure of positions. Effective and safe em-

vidual soldiers in aircraft identification, tech- ployment of these weapons necessitates Army-
niques of firing at aerial targets, and response

wide training expenditures. Engagement ofto control methods. hostile aircraft for local self-defense may be
e. Emphasize the aggressive engagement of frequent and training emphasis should reflect

hostile aircraft with organic weapons as speci- this.
fled in carefully prepared SOP and rules of en-
gagement. d. Situations may arise wherein the exercise

of the right of self-defense should be tempor-
f. Direct attention to the threat to friendly arily suppressed, or when freer use of non-airaircraft when there is a failure to discriminate

between hostile and friendly aircraft. defense weapons against aircraft should be en-between hostile and friendly aircraft.
couraged. The former case involves a local de-

g. Place in proper perspective the tactic of cision that prevention of position disclosure is
of withholding fire to preclude disclosure of paramount. Notice of such restriction is dis-
positionsf. seminated through command channels. The

2. Concept latter case should be based on a theater-level

a. The substantial low altitude air threat decision.
faced by units in the combat theater may be e. Use of a single rule for engagement: "En-
partially countered by aggressive use of the gage hostile aircraft," is based on the knowl-
large volume of fire which non-air defense edge that common sense interpretations of the
weapons can place against this threat. rule will be correct. For example, all aircraft

b. Exercise of the individual and collective attacking the unit and enemy aircraft per-
right of self-defense against hostile aircraft forming operations such as forward air con-
must be emphasized. Hostile aircraft include trol, reconnaissance, surveillance, or dropping
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or landing troops are clearly "hostile air- the deterrent or disruptive effect of the round
craft." and to assist in correcting trajectory.

d. Massed Fire. Units should employ a
3. Engagement massed fire technique when using small arms

In the absence of orders to the contrary, and automatic weapons in an air defense role.
individual weapon operators will engage at-
tacking aircraft; engagement of all other hos- 5. SOP Items
tile aircraft will be on orders issued through Company-level SOP should cover, but not be
the unit chain of command and will be super- limited to, the following items relevant to en-
vised by unit leaders. Nothing in this rule is gagement of aircraft with non-air defense
to be taken as requiring actions prejudicial to weapons:
accomplishment of the primary mission of the a. Applicability. Designate weapons opera-
unit. tors.

b. Relation to Primary Mission. The primary
T4. echniques mission should never be prejudiced

The following techniques should maximize c. Relation to Passive Air Defense. The
the destructive and/or deterrent effect against necessity for aggressively engaging hostile air-
aircraft. Aircraft may be divided into two craft is balanced with the requirement to
categories: low speed and high speed. Low place in proper perspective the tactic of with-
speed aircraft include helicopters; liaison, re- holding fire to prevent disclosure of position.,
connaissance, and observation fixed wing d. Authority to Engage. Authority to engage
propeller aircraft; while all jet fixed wing air- attacking aircraft delegated to individual
craft are high speed. This distinction will re- weapons operators and to engage all other hos-
sult in simplified engagement procedures. tile aircraft on orders through unit chain of

a. Engagement of Low Speed Aircraft. In command, subject to the rule for engagement
accordance with the rule for engagement, en- and rules for withholding fire.
gage low speed enemy aircraft with aimed fire, e. Rule for Engagement. Normally self-de-
employing the maximum weapon rate of fire. fense only against all attacking aircraft and
Aerial gunnery techniques generally appli- those positively identified enemy aircraft
cable to all small arms and automatic weapons which pose a threat to the unit.
are presented in FM 23-65. f. Rules for Withholding Fire. When or-

b. Engagement of High Speed Aircraft. In dered. When not positive that aircraft are
accordance with the rule of engagement, en- actually attacking or otherwise hostile. When
gage high speed enemy aircraft with maximum friendly aircraft or troops are endangered.
fire aimed well in front of the aircraft, and g. Position Selection. Applicable only to
above its flight path, in order to force it to weapons specifically assigned on air defense
fly through a pattern of fire. This technique role; e.g., designated single barrel caliber .50
is not unaimed "barrage" fire, but requires machineguns. See FM 44-1.
a degree of aimed fire. It does, however, call h. Firing Techniques. Lead and supereleva-
for careful estimation of aircraft speed and tion, massed fire, and maximum use of tracer
required lead. ammunition.

c. Use of Tracer Ammunition. Automatic i. Unit Training Requirements. Motivation
weapons should utilize the highest practical and discipline, gunnery, and aircraft recogni-
proportion of tracer ammunition to enhance tion.
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APPENDIX F
REDEYE DEFENSE CONSIDERATIONS

1. General "dual duty" basis in certain cases. Redeye is
a. The Redeye is a 29 pound, infrared horm- assigned to an air defense section in designated

ing, optically aimed air defense weapon that battalions and to designated separate com-
can be carried and operated by one man. panies/batteries/troops.

c. Defense of the Unit in Position. Redeyeb. The Redeye weapon system can provide
units with a self-defense capability against
hostile aircraft within range and engagement detection and identification of targets. The

positions selected must provide for maximumcapability. The Redeye weapon system is not positions selected must provide for maximum
a component of an integrated and coordinated observation and-unobstructed fields of fire com-a component of an integrated and coordinated
air defense deployment. Normally the follow- mensurate with associated consideration of
ing engagement rules apply: likely avenues of approach, the desire to en-

(1) Attack aircraft identified as hostile gage the enenly before he can strike the de-
(1) Attack aircraft identified as hostile. fended unit, and local ground security. Atfended unit, and local ground security. At
(2) Attack aircraft committing a hostile least one gunner continuously performs sur-

act. veillance of the surrounding airspace, alter-
c. The definition of a hostile act and the cri- nating with the other gunner as required. The

teria for identification of aircraft will be pub- gunners may be separated by short distances
lished by the area air defense commander and where observation is otherwise limited. Dur-
will be incorporated in the unit standing op- ing periods of intense activity, both may act
erating procedure. For detailed coverage of air- as gunners thereby doubling the rate of fire or
craft identification, see FM 30-30. For other covering additional avenues of approach. Sur-
items that should be covered in the SOP, see veillance is maintained in all directions with
paragraph 2g below. emphasis on the expected or most likely direc-

d. Unless otherwise directed, hostile aircraft tion of attack. Units should prepare detailed
within the capability of the weapon should be SOP for air defense based on Army and thea-
engaged. To avoid the disclosure of positions, ter guidance. These SOP should incorporate
commanders may direct that aircraft not be provisions for early warning compatible with
engaged in some special situations. the unit mission and communications capa-

bility. Provision should be made for augment-
e. When permitted by theater rules, corn- ing Redeye fires with those organic non-air

manders in certain situations may direct that defense weapons, primarily automatic weap-
the Redeye team engage all aircraft not iden- ons, capable of delivering large volumes of
tified as friendly. direct fire.

2. Employment d. Defense of the Unit During Movement.

a. Redeye Mission. The Redeye mission is to (1) In a company column, the company
provide local air defense of small combat and commander should place one team
combat support units. member near the front of the column

b. Organization. Redeye is employed by two- and one near the rear, each with a
man teams allocated on the basis of one per portion of the available missiles. Ap-
combat and selected combat support company/ propriate primary and secondary
battery/troop. Redeye may be employed on a zones of responsibility should be as-
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signed. All-around observation should criteria, and rules for target selection. Dual
be assured, some missiles should be duty gunzners are only permitted to fire at air-
unpacked and ready, and gunners craft actually firing upon the unit.
should be ready to dismount quickly. f. Firing Doctrine. The engagement of a low

(2) During movements in which more performance aircraft is accomplished by one
than one team is involved; e.g., a gunner firing a single weapon, assessing the
battalion or brigade move, teams results, and firing additional weapons as re-
should be placed throughout the col- quired. Several high performance aircraft
umn with emphasis on the front and may be simultaneously engaged by both gun-
rear. Disposition of the teams within ners, each firing until the aircraft are de-
the column is made by the column stroyed or beyond engagement range.
commander. Route coverage may becommander. Route coverage may be g. Unit SOP. The unit SOP for Redeye
improved by directing certain teams g. Unit SOP. The unit SOP for Redeyeoperators should cover the following; as a mini-to occupy critical points along the mum:mum:
route; however, road conditions or
column speed may preclude leapfrog- (1) Mission.
ging. (2) Command.

(3) The team's 1/4-ton truck with trailer (3) States of alert-manning require-
will provide the required mobility in ments.
most situations. In certain cases, the (4) Weapon control statuses and hostile
requirement for mobility may be such criteria, to include:
that temporarily dropping the trailer (a) Precise definition of terms.
and carrying a reduced load of mis- (b) Identification criteria and author-
siles in the truck itself is justified. ity to declare an aircraft hostile.
When tracked vehicle transportation (c) Personnel with authority to au-
is mandatory in certain situations, thorize deviation.
the transportation must be obtained (d) Statement that self-defense is
on a priority or share-the-ride basis. never denied.

(4) When company elements are greatly (5) Rules for target selection.
dispersed, Redeye positions are (6) Firing doctrine.
chosen -in relation to the designated (7) Fire coordination between team mem-
priority company element. During a bers
fluid or dispersed situation, Redeye
usually must remain with the priority (8) CommuNcations.,ompan element. (a) Nets and frequency allocations.company element.

(.b) Discipline and security.
e. Control. The Redeye gunner (primary (c) Alternate communications.

duty) normally is permitted to engage all tar- (9) Reporting requirements.
gets positively identified as hostile or commit- (a) Warning: air, ground, and CBR.
ing hostile acts within the criteria set forth (b) Operational status
in guidance by higher headquarters. The gun- (c) Position and displacement.
ner normally attacks the targets on his own (d) After action.
initiative since time and space-limitations do
not permit the gunner to request permission (10) Ground security.
to fire on any particular target. Unit com- (11) Passive air defense procedures.
manders may impose further restrictions on (12) Standard vehicle loading and move-
Redeye fires to prevent compromising the unit ment plan, to include measures to in-
location, but under no circumstances will the crease mobility.
unit commander allow freedom to fire beyond (13) Logistics.
that established by higher authority. The gun- (a) Resupply procedures.
ner has no authority to deviate from the estab- (b) Reports.
lished weapon control status, identification (c) Maintenance.
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(14) Emergency destruction plan. in certain situations. Each gunner has an M14
(15) Site selection and alternate site se- or M16 rifle.

lection. c. Communications. Required communication
(16) Safety procedures. equipment is provided to support team opera-
(17) Training. tions, and to permit receipt of orders from the

unit commander and transmission of the alert
to the commander and other elements upon the

The Redeye team (pertains to team manned detection of hostile aircraft.
on a primary duty basis) is equipped with the d. Orientation and Surveillance. Maps, a
following items: compass, and binoculars are provided to assist

a. Transportation. The team is transported the team in self-location, orientation, and sur-
in a wheeled vehicle. veillance of the airspace.

b. Armament. The team is armed with the e. Decontamination. A decontamination ap-
prescribed basic load of Redeye missiles. The paratus is carried in the vehicle to permit de-
basic load may be split between the -gunners contamination following a CBR attack.
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